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ABSTRACT
Compute-intensive data-analytics (CIDA) applications have become a major
component of many dierent business domains, as well as scientic comput-
ing applications. These algorithms stem from domains as diverse as web
analysis and social networks, machine learning and data mining, text analy-
sis, bio-informatics, astronomy image analysis, business analytics, large scale
graph algorithms, image/video processing and recognition, some high per-
formance computing problems, quantitative nance and simulation among
others. These computational problems deal with massive data sets, and re-
quire performing lots of computation per data element.
This thesis presents a vision of CIDA applications programmed in a MapRe-
duce style framework and running on clusters of accelerators. Regardless of
the type of accelerator, whether GPUs (NVIDIA or AMD), other manycore
architectures (like Intel Larrabee or MIC) or even heterogeneous chips (AMD
Fusion or IBM Cell processor), there is a fundamental condition imposed on
the software, namely the increased sensitivity to locality. As a result, the
common theme in this thesis is to increase the locality in CIDA applications.
We report on four research eorts to achieve this goal. The Multiple inde-
pendent threads on a heterogeneous resource architecture (MITHRA) project
integrates Hadoop MapReduce and GPUs together, where the map() func-
tions execute. As a result, by moving the map() functions to GPUs we in-
crease the locality of reference and gain better performance. We have shown
that when the MITHRA model is applicable (for instance for Monte Carlo
algorithms), each computing node can perform orders of magnitude more
work in the same run-time.
Then we introduce partitioned iterative convergence (PIC) as an approach
to realize iterative algorithms on clusters. We observed that conventional
implementations of iterative algorithms using MapReduce are quite inecient
as a result of several factors. Complementary to prior work, we focused
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on addressing the challenges of high network trac due to frequent model
updates and lack of parallelism across iterations. PIC has two phases. In
the rst phase, called the best-eort phase, it partitions the problem and
runs the sub-problems in individual cluster nodes, where the locality can
be exploited better. The results of this phase can be numerically inaccurate
(about 3% based on experimental results), but can be computed much faster.
The second phase of PIC, called the top-o phase, runs the original iterative
algorithm a few more iterations (starting with the results of the best-eort
phase) to compute an accurate answer.
Finally we introduce two GPU-based projects that try to increase the per-
formance of MapReduce style functions in GPUs. The rst is loop maximiz-
ing, a code transformation for GPUs that can eliminate code ow divergence
(and hence serialization in GPUs) and result in better usage of GPU process-
ing elements. Using this technique, we have achieved the highest reported
speedups for gene alignment algorithms. The second GPU-based project is a
library for dynamic shared memory allocation and access in GPUs assuming
independent execution of the GPU threads, which happens in a MapReduce
style environment among both map() and reduce() functions.
The two MapReduce adaptations (MITHRA and PIC), the GPU-based
loop-maximizing optimization and the Plasma library together lay the plan
for the goal of achieving good performance on locality-sensitive clusters. This
thesis shows the feasibility of this approach, and describes how each of these
projects contributes to the collective target.
iii
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Cloud computing is increasingly considered as a potential platform for de-
ploying scalable data-analytics applications. These algorithms stem from do-
mains as diverse as web analysis and social networks, machine learning and
data mining, text analysis, bio-informatics, business analytics, large scale
graph algorithms, image/video processing and recognition, some high per-
formance computing problems, quantitative nance and simulation among
others. These computational problems deal with massive data sets, and re-
quire doing lots of computation per data element. In this document, we
call this class of computational problems as compute-intensive data-analytics
problems, and use the acronym CIDA to represent them in the text.
We would like to distinguish CIDA algorithms from scientic HPC (high
performance computing) problems. Scientic problems typically rely heav-
ily on intercommunication between the parallel processing elements. On the
other hand the communication requirement between dierent computing el-
ements for CIDA problems is less pressing than traditional scientic HPC
problems. For this reason, they can potentially run eciently on cluster
computers, and hence are a suitable match for cloud adoption.
With the growing size and importance of these applications and the data
associated with them, scalable data analysis and management systems and
programming frameworks form a crucial part of the cloud infrastructure.
However, many of the current cloud enabling technologies were designed
with a dierent mindset, one that is rooted in commercial enterprises, where
computations are typically simple, and the bottleneck is usually the I/O
subsystems.
As a popular and powerful programming model and framework, the MapRe-
duce model (and its open source implementation Hadoop) clearly shows this
set of assumptions. Hadoop can be very ecient in big-data processing tasks,
where the majority of the job times are spent waiting for data I/O from disks
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or network. On the other hand, when compute-intensive tasks are imple-
mented using Hadoop, the results are not optimal [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12]. Therefore, implementing CIDA and HPC applications in clouds has
not gained the same popularity as enterprise big-data processing tasks [2].
The problem is due to the fact that MapReduce frameworks do not strive to
utilize possible localities in the CIDA algorithms to their best advantage, as
the parallelism model of MapReduce is quite rigid. On one hand, CIDA prob-
lems can allow for more localities than the framework can utilize, and as a
result the MapReduce framework currently has unwanted overhead for CIDA
algorithms. On the other hand, the emerging infrastructure hardware (such
as accelerator clusters) can oer extra parallelism and locality-based run-time
enhancements, but the current MapReduce frameworks ignore them.
The astute reader might then ask, Why bother to use MapReduce for
programming CIDA applications in the rst place? After all, when running
a regular enterprise big-data application, these issues get masked by the I/O
wait times, but when a CIDA application is implemented in MapReduce,
they become bottlenecks and need to be addressed.
There is a twofold answer. First, MapReduce has gained massive pop-
ularity due to its success in enterprise cloud computing, and therefore the
current open source frameworks are quite well-developed. As a result, many
researchers have already started to look into Hadoop for HPC or CIDA pur-
poses [3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The second reason, as we will show
throughout this report, is that we can indeed increase its performance, while
keeping its programmer-friendly semantics and all the benets that come
with cloud computing.
Thus, my thesis statement is as follows: Exploiting a problem's po-
tential for locality and better mapping to the available resources
(e.g. GPUs) is the key to increase the performance of MapReduce
programming frameworks for CIDA problems.
From a high level, the way to do this is to introduce more locality in the
CIDA algorithms (as we have done in PIC and loop maximizing projects),
and to optimally utilize this locality from a systems point of view (as has been
addressed in both MITHRA and PIC projects). We have tried to address
this goal from three angles. First, when the opportunity for using locality is
already present (as in MITHRA), we strive to better use the available hard-
ware resources, in this case GPU accelerators, to utilize the localities. The
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second aspect is by exploiting the problem domain properties and identify-
ing the computational localities that can be extracted from CIDA problems,
changing the programs to manifest them and to utilize them (as is done in
the PIC project). Finally, we identify possible hindrances to their successful
utilization (as is done in loop maximizing and the Plasma library).
This thesis reports on how we have tackled these three aspects. We in-
troduce MITHRA [16], one of the rst (and up to now among the very
few) attempts to integrate GPUs into the Hadoop programming framework,
thus trying to address the problem from the rst angle mentioned above.
MITHRA moves the map() functions into GPUs, while running the reduce()
functions globally in the cluster.
We then introduce PIC [17], which is designed for iterative convergence
computational problems. Many HPC and CIDA algorithms are based on
iterative algorithms, and when applicable, PIC can signicantly reduce the
run-time. PIC addresses the problem from the second angle mentioned above,
trying to work with the specic properties of iterative CIDA problems to
exploit further parallelism. PIC is currently targeting a regular CPU cluster,
but its nal goal is to move both themap() and reduce() functions into GPUs.
Finally we present two research eorts towards achieving better perfor-
mance when a MapReduce style environment (such as MITHRA or PIC)
runs on GPU clusters. Because of the MapReduce formalized semantics, we
can assume certain properties about the functions running on GPUs, and as
a result develop solutions targeted for MapReduce style functions on GPUs.
The rst of these is Loop Maximizing [18], a novel code transformation
that can eliminate control ow divergence for dierent threads. Control ow
divergence is detrimental to the performance of GPU programs. As MITHRA
currently runsmap() functions in the GPUs and PIC is being extended to run
both map() and reduce() in GPUs, we expect to gain a higher level of perfor-
mance while removing the responsibility of writing GPU compliant code on
the programmers. The second research eort is a GPU memory allocation
library called Plasma [19] (Parallel Library for Architecture-aware
Shared Memory Allocation), a library for shared-memory dynamic allo-
cation and bank-conict free accesses for NVIDIA GPUs, which allows for
independent, parallel, run-time allocation and deallocation of small arrays,
and ensuring bank-conict free accesses. A major assumption in Plasma is
independent execution of dierent threads in the GPU, which is exactly how
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map() functions in MITHRA execute. The system allows order-of-magnitude
faster pointer chasing operations for small and medium sized arrays.
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CHAPTER 2
MOTIVATION: CIDA ADAPTATIONS OF
THE MAPREDUCE MODEL
This chapter briey introduces the MapReduce programming model, and
then provides information on some related adaptations of it to some domain
specic problem domains, beyond the original model it was designed for.
2.1 MapReduce Programming Model
MapReduce is a programming idiom developed by Google [20] for large-scale
parallel computations. map() and reduce() are derived from functional pro-
gramming where the map() function maps an input value to a list of interme-
diate key/value pairsmap(k1; v2)! List(k2; v2), and reduce() produces a col-
lection of values for pairs with the same key reduce(k2; list(v2))! list(v3).
The programming framework handles reading the input data and breaking
it into key/value pairs. It then calls the user-provided map() function repeat-
edly and across a cluster, each time with a dierent input key/value pair.
The framework is also responsible for collecting the intermediate key/value
pairs that the map() function invocations produce throughout the cluster,
grouping them together by keys, sorting them and nally feeding all the val-
ues associated with each key to an invocation of the reduce() function across
the cluster. Finally, the framework collects key/value pairs generated by re-
duce() functions and stores them in a distributed le system, such as HDFS
in case of Hadoop.
2.2 CIDA Adaptations
As mentioned in the previous section, there are two broad research directions
that aim to increase the performance of MapReduce frameworks for CIDA
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and to some extent HPC applications, as presented in the following two sub-
sections.
2.2.1 GPU Based Adaptations of MapReduce
Algorithms that have enough data-independence in their parallel execution
(and thus locality) are suitable targets for implementation on hardware accel-
erators such as GPUs. A great amount of research in the past few years have
been spent on identifying such compute-intensive applications and porting
them to GPUs, with dierent levels of ease and success.
The data independence requirement of GPU-friendly applications is similar
to the data independence requirement of map tasks in MapReduce. As such,
aside from typical cluster implementations [20, 21], other implementations of
this framework have emerged for other platforms as well. In Section 9.1 we
have listed a few such frameworks.
Fueled by all the research activity in the GPU eld, in November of 2010
Amazon R took the rst steps towards integrating GPUs in clouds by provid-
ing GPU-enabled EC2 instances. However, the current oering is only based
on providing infrastructure-as-a-service, and does not provide any help to
cluster programmers.
Later in this document we describe our MapReduce on GPU clusters frame-
work, MITHRA, which even up to now remains one of the most integrated
solutions in adapting GPUs to MapReduce infrastructure [22, 23].
2.2.2 Reducing MapRedue Overhead
Quite a few recent publications have shown the overheads of MapReduce in
scientic HPC or CIDA computational problems. These reports have mainly
focused on evaluation of MPI applications in cloud-based infrastructure and
compare them with traditional HPC supercomputers, and have been mostly
pessimistic. Walker [24] conducted the rst study on HPC in Cloud by
benchmarking Amazon EC2. Many others [5, 6] performed similar evalua-
tion of Amazon EC2 for HPC applications using benchmarks. He et al. [25]
extended previous research to three public cloud computing platforms and
used a real application in addition to running classical benchmarks and com-
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pared the results with that from dedicated HPC systems. Ekanayake et al. [4]
compared applications with dierent communication and computation com-
plexities and observed that latency-sensitive applications experience higher
performance degradation than bandwidth-sensitive applications. Perhaps the
most comprehensive evaluation to date was performed under the US Depart-
ment of Energy (DoE) Magellan project [2, 7]. Jackson et al. [7] compared
conventional HPC platforms to Amazon EC2 and used real applications rep-
resentative of the workload at a typical DoE supercomputing center. They
concluded that the interconnect and I/O performance on commercial cloud
severely limits performance and causes signicant variability. Napper and
Bientinesi [8] performed cost evaluation and concluded that clouds cannot
compete with supercomputers based on the metric $/GFLOPS, since mem-
ory and network performance is insucient to compete with existing scalable
HPC systems.
Gupta et al. [9] studied the performance-cost trade-os of running dier-
ent applications on supercomputer vs. cloud, and showed that cloud can be
a cost-eective platform for some but not all applications. In addition, [9]
demonstrated that the optimal platform for an HPC application depends
upon application characteristics, performance requirements and user prefer-
ences.
On the other hand, only a few research projects have started to look
into reducing the overhead of MapReduce frameworks in cloud environ-
ment for CIDA and HPC problems. One common direction among some
of them is identifying iterations as a fundamental building block of many
HPC and CIDA algorithms, and they have identied various overheads that
a MapReduce implementation of an iterative algorithm imposes. Each of
these projects has tried to address these issues slightly dierently. In Sec-
tion 9.2 we give a list of research eorts that try to tackle them in various
ways.
2.2.3 GPU Optimizations
With the assumption of MapReduce style functions (whether one-pass exe-
cution model of MITHRA or iterative model of PIC), certain optimizations
become possible to achieve better performance on GPU resources. We will
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describe a code transformation technique developed to optimize the perfor-
mance of parallel independent functions on a GPU. The specic bottleneck
that we target is code ow divergence, which can result in code serializa-
tion. Using our technique, called Loop Maximizing, we perform a code-
transformation that ensures uniform execution across all function invoca-
tions.
We will also describe a GPU memory allocation library called Plasma,
which is optimized for use with MITHRA. Plasma allows easy dynamic al-
location and deallocation of very fast but small memory arrays. Due to the
specic architecture of GPUs, this is something that the compiler cannot
perform at the moment. To achieve this goal, Plasma uses the shared mem-
ory resources of the GPUs, and provides a set of wrappers that can be used
to easily access and use small arrays. It should be noted that Plasma is a
stand alone CUDA library, and can be used for non-MapReduce style func-
tions. However, the independent execution of threads should be present in
any usage of this library.
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CHAPTER 3
ADAPTATIONS OF MAPREDUCE TO
MUD AND ITERATIVE CONVERGENCE
DOMAINS
In this section we provide the motivations behind MITHRA and PIC, and
describe their programming model. We also introduce a technique called
loop maximizing which helps towards optimizing parallel execution in GPUs
that are targeted by MITHRA, as well as the Plasma library for dynamic
memory allocation in GPUs.
3.1 MITHRA: Running MUD Algorithms on a GPU
Cluster
CIDA computing problems are typically bound by available computing cycles
rather than I/O activity. MapReduce and Hadoop perform well in I/O-
bound problems, for example word count, inverse indexing and distributed
grep, where several simple operations are performed over large data sets. On
the other hand, CIDA problems exhibit locality in many cases, and it would
be advantageous to provide provisions in MapReduce frameworks to support
in memory storage of intermediate key value pairs.
In 2004, Philipp Colella described seven scientic computing core kernels,
the so-called seven dwarfs of parallel programming [26], that can represent
a majority of the scientic computing algorithms. These dwarfs include the
following algorithm classes: Dense Linear Algebra, Sparse Linear Algebra,
Spectral Methods (FFT), N-body methods, Structured Grids, Unstructured
Grids and Monte Carlo. The Monte Carlo method is often used when the
model is complex, nonlinear, or involves more than just a couple uncertain
parameters [27]. Monte Carlo methods are versatile enough to cover a wide
problem domain including the simulation of galactic formation to business
risk analysis to solving systems of linear equations [28].
In the MITHRA project, we show that the Monte Carlo algorithm class
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can map very well onto a cluster of computers with GPUs, programmed
using the MapReduce programming model. From a theoretical point of view,
the Monte Carlo dwarf is equivalent to the MapReduce model. However,
in practice, one often encounters secondary eects which might adversely
aect performance on dierent architectures. MapReduce, as discussed in
this section, can be deployed on a commodity cluster of workstation-class
machines sporting moderately priced GPU cards. From our experiments,
we demonstrate that this architecture can perform very well on compute-
intensive Monte Carlo jobs.
The MITHRA project has the vision that MapReduce can be used beyond
the typical big-data enterprise tasks, and that it can be used to ease the bur-
den of parallel programming for CIDA computations. Furthermore, it targets
clusters of GPUs as its execution environment to maximize its performance.
3.1.1 MUD: Massive Unordered Distributed Algorithms
Here we borrow a formalism provided in [29], which introduces a simple
formal model for a class of algorithms referred to asMUD (massive unordered
distributed) algorithms.
A MUD algorithm is formally dened as a 6-tuple mathematical structure
m = (;; ;; (K;V ); ). ; and  are functions that the framework
programmer provides; ; (K;V ) and   are sets acting as the domain and
image sets of the former functions. Members of the (K;V ) set are tuples of
the form (ki; vi).
The function  :  ! (K;V ) can map an input item  from its domain
set  to a list of (key; value) tuples, where the list can contain 0 or more
items. The  function corresponds to the \map" function written in Google's
MapReduce framework or Hadoop, and (K;V ), being the image set of , is
the intermediate key/value domain.
The aggregator  : (K;V )  (K;V ) ! (K;V ) is a binary operator that
maps two items from the set (K;V ) to a single item as follows: (k; v1) 
(k; v2) ! (k; v3). The  aggregator therefore \reduces" the intermediate
key/value pairs to a single key/value pair for each key. Notice that we do
not limit the  aggregator to be commutative and associative, unlike the
formalism in list homomorphisms for the monoid used for reduction [30].
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However, the output can depend on the order in which  is applied.
Let T be an arbitrary binary tree with n leaves. We use mT (x) to de-
note the (k; v) 2 (K;V ) that results from applying  to the sequence
(x1); :::;(xn) along the topology of T with an arbitrary permutation of
these inputs as its leaves. Notice that T is not part of the algorithm def-
inition, but rather, the algorithm designer needs to make sure that mT (x)
is independent of T . This is implied if  is associative and commutative;
however, this is not necessary [29].
The optional post-processing operator  : (K;V ) !   produces the nal
output. The overall output of the MUD algorithm is then (mT (x)), which
is a function n !  , where n means the  function is applied on n
members of the  set. We say that a MUD algorithm computes a function f
if (m()) = f for all trees T; in other words, the intermediate key/value pair
ordering for each key would not change the outcome of the computation.
MITHRA implements the Monte Carlo class of algorithms [26] as a case
study for MUD algorithms, and shows that it can map very well onto a cluster
of computers with GPUs, programmed using the MapReduce programming
model. The Monte Carlo method is often used when the model is complex,
nonlinear, or involves more than just a couple uncertain parameters [27].
Monte Carlo methods are versatile enough to cover a wide problem domain
including the simulation of galactic formation to business risk analysis to
solving systems of linear equations [28]. In Section 5.1.1, we describe how
Monte Carlo simulations are implemented in MITHRA as a case study.
3.2 PIC: Partitioned Iterative Convergence
3.2.1 Introduction to PIC
The explosion of digital data in various forms (referred to as BigData) has
led to a burning need for technologies that eciently process and make sense
of large amounts of data. Algorithms from a wide range of emerging do-
mains, including data analytics, web search, social networks, and recogni-
tion, mining and synthesis (RMS) [31], build models from a large corpus
of unstructured input data. To do so, they often use iterative convergence
(IC) algorithms. These algorithms typically build and rene a model from
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a large corpus of unstructured data. The model is computed by generating
a sequence of increasingly accurate solutions, starting from an initial guess,
until a convergence criterion is satised.
Due to the scale of data sets that they process, IC algorithms are frequently
realized on clusters using high-level programming models like MapReduce [20].
For example, the Apache Mahout [13] project provides implementations of
a wide range of IC algorithms using the Hadoop framework [21]. In these
conventional implementations of IC algorithms on MapReduce, the data-
parallel computations performed in each iteration are expressed as one or
more MapReduce jobs. This approach oers a quick path to implementation
and leverages the strengths of MapReduce such as ease of programming, load
balancing, and fault tolerance. However, recent research has demonstrated
that cluster implementations of iterative-convergence algorithms based on
MapReduce suer from performance degradation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
The performance degradation has been attributed to repeated reads of in-
put data and repeated creation and termination of MapReduce jobs in each
iteration [10, 11, 12]. These issues have been addressed by modifying the
MapReduce framework to provide mechanisms for caching invariant data [10,
11, 12], long-running tasks [10], and by making the run-time scheduler loop
aware [11], resulting in performance improvements.
Here we identify two key bottlenecks not addressed by previous work
that limit the performance of cluster implementations of IC algorithms with
MapReduce. The rst bottleneck is the large volume of intermediate data
(also referred to as the shue data) between map and reduce tasks in each
iteration. Note that, due to the all-to-all nature of the shue trac, it
stresses the cluster bisection, a resource that is both scarce and dicult to
scale [21, 32]. Second, in applications where the model itself is large, there
is a large amount of network trac due to model updates in each iteration.
These bottlenecks cannot be alleviated by previous work [10, 11, 12], since
the shue data and model are not constant and therefore cannot be cached.
We propose a new approach called partitioned iterative convergence (PIC)
to express iterative-convergence algorithms for parallel execution, and de-
scribe a programming framework for PIC that greatly improves performance
while preserving the other benets of MapReduce. We exploit a key prop-
erty of most IC algorithms - that they start with an arbitrary initial model
(often chosen randomly) and produce an acceptable model at convergence.
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However, the time to convergence depends on the specic choice of the initial
model. The key insight in PIC is to view iterative convergence computations
as a two-phase process. In the rst phase, we use a transformed version of
the original computation to quickly produce a good initial model. Then, in
the second phase, we use this model as the starting point and further rene
the model by using only a few iterations of the original computation.
In the rst phase of PIC, which we refer to as the best-eort phase, we par-
tition the problem (input data and model) into a number of smaller model-
building sub-problems, by using a programmer-specied partition function.
Although there are typically dependencies across sub-problems, we ignore
these dependencies and perform independent iterative-convergence compu-
tations, in parallel, and without any synchronization or communication be-
tween them (we refer to these as local iterations). The models computed by
the sub-problems are combined using a programmer-specied merge function
into a single model. The above process is repeated with the new, single model
as the starting point (we refer to this process as best-eort iterations), until
the single model satises a best-eort convergence criterion. In the second
phase of PIC, which we refer to as the top-o phase, we rene the model com-
puted in the best-eort phase, by using iterations of the original computation
(i.e., without partitioning or ignoring dependencies) until convergence.
Restructuring iterative-convergence computations as espoused by PIC ad-
dresses the performance bottlenecks in MapReduce due to intermediate and
model updates, since (i) there is no trac across partitions while the local
iterations are executed in the best-eort phase, (ii) while cluster-wide com-
munication is required once during each best-eort iteration in the best-eort
phase, the number of best-eort iterations is typically quite small since most
of the model renement is accomplished by the local iterations, and (iii) the
number of iterations required in the top-o phase is quite small in practice.
Therefore, as shown in our results, PIC implementations achieve signicant
performance improvements over the state-of-the-art.
Our proposal requires no modications to the underlying MapReduce run-
time framework (we build on top of the MapReduce framework). There-
fore, previous optimizations of MapReduce frameworks for iterative algo-
rithms [10, 12, 11] can be fully leveraged. In addition, the eort required
to migrate conventional implementations into the PIC framework is small
since the original implementation is fully re-used to solve the sub-problems
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in the best-eort phase, as well as to realize the top-o phase. Finally, we
note that un-partitioned iteration execution (second phase of PIC) is merely
a special case of partitioned execution (rst phase of PIC) where the number
of partitions is set to 1, and does not incur any duplication of programming
eort.
To evaluate the benets of our proposal, we have developed a library for
PIC on top of the Hadoop MapReduce framework [21]. We have implemented
ve popular iterative-convergence algorithms (PageRank, K-Means cluster-
ing, neural network training, linear equation solver and image smoothing)
using PIC. We compare the performance of PIC implementations to conven-
tional MapReduce implementations that are already optimized to eliminate
the overheads of repeated job creation and reads of input data [10, 12, 11].
Our results demonstrate that PIC achieves speedups of 2.5X-4X across clus-
ters of 6-256 nodes.
3.2.2 Motivations for PIC
IC(input data d, model m) { 
    do { 
        m = reduce(map(d,m)); 
    } until converged (m); 
} 
d = points 
m = centroids 
IC(input data d, model m) { 
  do { 
    map: for each point in d   
           emit(key: closest centroid; value: point) 
    reduce: for each key  
              m[key] = average(all values for key); 
  } until converged {m}; 
} 
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Conventional implementation of an iterative convergence
algorithm using MapReduce: (a) generic template, and (b) K-means
clustering example.
Figure 3.1(a) shows a generic template of a MapReduce implementation of
an iterative convergence algorithm. The iterations of the do-until loop gener-
ate successive versions of the model. In each iteration, the input data (d) and
the current model (m) are processed in a data parallel manner by a MapRe-
duce job to update the model (in general, multiple chained MapReduce jobs
may be used). The map functions produce intermediate data (key-value
pairs). The reduce functions process the intermediate data to generate the
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next update of the model. Although the input data does not change from
one iteration to the next, the model data is updated after every iteration.
A convergence criterion is evaluated on the model to decide when to termi-
nate the iterations. Figure 3.1(b) shows how the popular K-means clustering
algorithm [33] is realized by using the template of Figure 3.1(a). The clus-
tering algorithm partitions a set of points into clusters where each cluster is
represented by a centroid, which is the average of points in the cluster. The
map computation associates each point with the centroid that it is closest to,
while the reduce computation recomputes the values of the centroids. The
computation is repeated until the centroids do not change by more than a
threshold from the previous iteration, or if no more than a certain fraction
of a points change clusters from the previous iteration.
We have observed that MapReduce based implementations of iterative-
convergence algorithms suer from performance degradation due to the fol-
lowing factors.
 MapReduce intermediate data. The intermediate key-value pairs
have to be communicated across the cluster interconnect because of
the all-to-all nature of this communication. Despite well-known op-
timizations (use of combiners and overlapping shue with the Map
phase [20]), a large volume of intermediate data is quite common, with
adverse impact on application performance.
 Model updates. Since we update the model in each iteration, it is
necessary to synchronize at the end of each iteration and communicate
data across the cluster interconnect to update the model. Note that
the model is stored in the cluster le system with replicas (for fault
tolerance), hence the performance impact of frequent model updates is
signicant, and severe for applications where the model is large.
Note that the above factors are over and beyond the issues addressed in
previous work [10, 12, 11], such as repeated initialization of the MapReduce
runtime and repeated reads of constant input data. Addressing these factors
will therefore require new techniques that go beyond these prior proposals.
The key insight motivating the proposed work is that IC algorithms pro-
duce acceptable results while starting from an arbitrary model. However, the
number of iterations necessary for convergence is strongly dependent on the
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initial starting point. Therefore, we view iterative-convergence computation
as a two-phase process that consists of (i) coming up with a good starting
point (initial model), and (ii) rening the initial model to generate the nal
solution. Of course, determining a good initial model, in general, can be as
dicult as nding the solution in the rst place. Moreover, we do not want
to burden the programmer with the task of coming up with a new algorithm
to generate an initial model. In this work, we demonstrate that breaking
up the original problem into sub-problems, and executing iterative conver-
gence on the sub-problems in a loosely coupled manner can generate a very
good initial model with drastic improvements in eciency. The second phase
starts o with the model produced by the rst phase and runs the unmod-
ied iterative convergence computation. However, this phase now requires
far fewer iterations than a conventional implementation.
Figure 3.2 quantitatively demonstrates this insight for K-means clustering
of 100 million points into 100 clusters. The graph on the left compares the
execution time of the conventional MapReduce that follows Figure 3.1(b),
with the implementation using the proposed PIC framework (described fur-
ther in following sections). The execution time for the PIC case is broken
down into the time consumed in each of the phases. The graph on the right
shows a similar comparison for the total volume of intermediate data and
model updates. The graphs show that (i) the best-eort phase executes in
around one-fth the time as the conventional implementation, primarily due
to a drastic reduction in cluster interconnect trac due to shue and model
updates, and (ii) the top-o phase requires around one-sixth the number
of iterations of the conventional implementation, resulting in proportionally
lower execution time and trac. Overall, the PIC implementation achieves
around 3X speedup over the conventional implementation.
In the next section, we present a new programming framework called par-
titioned iterative convergence (PIC) that embodies the two-phase approach
described above. We note that the PIC framework is built on top of MapRe-
duce. Therefore, we leverage the inherent advantages of the MapReduce















































Figure 3.2: Run time and Shue trac for K-means clustering (100 million
points into 100 clusters, 64-nodes cluster).
3.2.3 PIC Model
Partitioned_IC(input data d, model m) { 
    do {  
      partition(d, m); //p1 … pz  partitions 
        for each partition pi{ 
          IC(di,mi) 
        } 
      m = merge(m1, m2, … , mz); 
    } until converged (m); 
} 
Figure 3.3: Partitioned iterative-convergence: A programming template.
Figure 3.3 presents a generic template for an algorithm expressed using
the proposed partitioned iterative convergence (PIC) approach. Given an
input data set (d), and an initial model (m), the best-eort phase parti-
tions the input data and the model to create several, smaller model-building
sub-problems. Dependencies across the sub-problems are initially ignored,
and conventional iterative convergence methods are used to solve the sub-
problems. The solutions to the sub-problems (i.e., updated models) are then
merged using problem-specic merge functions to create a single, merged
model. If the merged model does not meet a convergence criterion, we con-
tinue the best-eort phase. Otherwise, we end the best-eort phase and enter
the top-o phase. This second phase further renes the model produced by
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the best-eort phase by using conventional implementations of iterative con-
vergence (i.e., without partitioning or ignoring dependencies). We end the
top-o phase when the model satises the specied convergence criterion.
3.2.4 Best-Eort Phase
The best-eort phase is key to the performance improvements achieved by
PIC, and is governed by three functions (partition, merge, and BE converged).
The application developer can either implement these functions, or use the
default implementations in the PIC framework.
The partition function is useful to control the number and size of the
sub-problems, as well as the degree of parallelism. For example, we can create
more sub-problems than the number of nodes available in a cluster. Or, we
can size a sub-problem so that a group of tightly-coupled nodes (e.g., a rack)
can execute the sub-problem. However, more sub-problems of smaller size can
increase the number of best-eort iterations that the best-eort phase may
require to converge. For a given number of sub-problems, the partitioning
function should try to reduce the dependencies between the sub-problems so
that the number of best-eort iterations, as well as the number of iterations
required in the top-o phase, are minimized.
The specic choice of the partition function is application-dependent,
much like the contents of map and reduce in the MapReduce framework. In
some problems (for example, the PageRank case study in Section 5.2.5), we
partition both the input data and the model. In other cases (for example,
the K-Means case study in Section 5.2.4), it is more appropriate to partition
the input data, but create multiple copies of the model. The complexity
of the partition function may range from simple techniques like randomly
breaking up the input data and/or model (in which case the programmer can
simply use the default partitioner classes provided by PIC), to sophisticated
partitioning schemes such as min-cut graph partitioning.
The merge function depends on the strategy used by the partition func-
tion. For example, if the partition function divides the model into disjoint
parts that are updated by the dierent sub-problems, then the merge func-
tion may simply piece them back together. On the other hand, if copies of the
model are created by the partition function, then they may be \averaged"
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or aggregated to construct the merged model. Similar to the partition
function, the programmer can either specify an application-specic merge
function, or use one of the defaults provided by PIC. For models that can
be represented as vectors, the default merge functions can concatenate the
vectors from sub-problems into a single vector, sum the vectors, or average
the respective entries in the vectors.
Finally, PIC uses the BE converged function to determine if the best-
eort phase can be terminated. In principle, the application developer can
use the same criterion that they specied using the converged function of
the conventional implementation, or they can specify a much looser criterion
to quickly terminate the best-eort phase.
In Chapter 5, we provide examples of how these three functions are speci-
ed for real applications.
Figure 3.4 compares the execution ow of the best-eort phase of PIC
with the conventional implementation of Figure 3.1(a). By processing sub-
problems while ignoring their dependencies, communication trac on the
cluster interconnect due to shue data and model updates is drastically
reduced. As we show in Section 8, this leads to drastically improved perfor-
mance in the best-eort phase, while providing a very good starting model
for the top-o phase. From a dierent perspective, conventional MapRe-
duce implementations can only exploit parallelism within each iteration. The
best-eort phase of PIC introduces an additional degree of parallelism - sub-
problems that can be solved independently - beyond the opportunity of ex-
ploiting parallelism within each iteration of a sub-problem. By increasing
the amount of parallelism, the best-eort phase can scale more easily than
the conventional implementation.
Finally, an important special case of the best-eort phase of PIC is worth
noting. If the number of partitions is one, the merge function becomes the
identity function (i.e., the merge function returns the only model it receives),
and the BE converged function terminates the best-eort process after only
one iteration, the best-eort phase of PIC degenerates to the conventional
implementation of Figure 3.1(a). This is important because it implies that






































































































Figure 3.4: Comparing the conventional iterative convergence and the best-
eort phase of PIC.
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3.2.5 Programming with PIC
In MapReduce, the map function species the computation to be performed
on one element of the input data, leaving the runtime framework to parti-
tion the input data set and invoke the map function on each data element.
However, these semantics are insucient for iterative convergence methods
because they also have a need to:
 Pass the model, as well as the input data to map functions.
 Keep two copies of the model - current and previous - to evaluate the
convergence criterion.
 Replace the model from a previous iteration with the model computed
in the current iteration.
In addition, the best-eort phase of PIC also has a need to:
 Generate models for each sub-problem, starting from a single, unied
model at the beginning of a best-eort iteration.
 Collect models from sub-problems to implement the merge function.
While the above operations on the model can be implemented by applica-
tion code that uses a conventional MapReduce framework like Hadoop, this
is a signicant burden on the application developer.
The best-eort phase can further introduce a burden on the programmer.
Many implementations of partition and merge functions require that the
model be divided into elements that are uniquely identiable and operable.
Given two models that need to be merged, we may have to rst establish the
correspondence of elements in the two models. For example, consider the case
of K-means. Assume that we have two sets of centroids (models) that were
computed by two dierent sub-problems. If the merge function requires that
corresponding centroids be averaged, then we have to keep track of which
centroid in one model (centroid set) corresponds to which centroid in the
other.
PIC only requires that the model be expressed in the form of key/value
pairs to facilitate splitting a model into elements and identication of cor-
respondence between elements. Representing the model as key/value pairs




It can be seen that a major motivating factor in the development of both
MITHRA and PIC is to move the map() and if possible reduce() functions
to run in GPUs. In MITHRA, we have shown how compute-intensive map()
functions can be executed on GPUs. PIC has successfully created the foun-
dations of moving the reduce() functions into GPUs as well, by running the
local map and reduce functions on the same GPU a few iterations before a
global merge phase. Given the typical map() function templates, the pro-
gram structure has to be simple. For example, map() functions usually are
not recursive or do not use complex dynamic function calls. As such they are
almost suitable for GPU execution. The same holds for reduce() functions,
which are now feasible to be ported to GPUs thanks to PIC.
However, when porting code to GPUs, there are other practical impli-
cations that one has to consider. A prominent challenge of porting multi-
threaded programs to GPUs is diverging code ows in dierent threads. Us-
ing conditional branches or data-dependent loops would usually result in
ow-divergent code. This is a serious problem for a SIMD machine such
as a GPU. The whole reason for the massive parallelism potential of SIMD
machines is that they sacrice independent control logic circuity for more
computational units. When faced with diverging ows in dierent threads,
a GPU has to revert back to serial execution of each thread, reducing the
utilization of hardware processing units by orders of magnitude. As such,
diverging code ows would make use of the parallelism potential of GPUs
impossible.
It is possible to handle dierent code branches that are due to conditional
operators such as \if...else" conditions, for example by using predicated ex-
ecution of instructions. GPUs have had hardware support for predication
execution for some time, and many compilers (including the Open64 com-
piler back-end that is used in the NVIDIA CUDA SDK) can transform con-
ditional branches into predicated code. On the other hand, the situation is
much harder when dierent threads run the same loop with dierent num-
ber of iterations. The situation is worse when the number of iterations is
dependent on the input data values.
An example of this sort of algorithm can be found in some dynamic pro-
gramming algorithms, where a matrix is used to memoize partial solutions.
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Filling the matrix has a deterministic ow, by scanning the matrix cells from
top-left to bottom-right. Each cell can be computed using the matrix values
on its top, left and top-left diagonal cells. This homogeneous algorithmic pass
is easy to implement in GPUs. However, once nished, the values of the ma-
trix elements are used in other passes, where the execution ow is dependent
on the values of the matrix. For instance in edit distance or gene alignment
computations, the second pass is a traceback from the bottom-right element
of the matrix to the top-left. The number of steps that the traceback requires
depends on the matrix values. There have been many attempts to implement
gene alignment on GPUs in the last few years [34, 35, 36, 37], but most of
them have reported sub-optimal results due to this problem.
Loop maximizing is a novel code transformation technique that can poten-
tially address the issue of ow-divergence [18]. The idea is simple: change
the code so that every thread takes the maximum number of loop iterations.
If a certain thread requires less than the maximum iterations, it will run
dummy instructions. To do this, condition variables (as opposed to condi-
tional statements) are dened and embedded into the arithmetic functions.
This way, we can ensure that when the condition is set, the impact of the
computations is nullied before aecting the variables inside the loop.
This process is depicted in Figure 3.6. At rst, we have a while loop
that is at most running for 20 iterations. In the rst step, we change the
data-dependent while loop to a data-independent for loop, by introducing
a condition variable cond and a conditional if statement to use it. At the
next step of the transformation, we eliminate this conditional statement by
embedding the condition variable inside the arithmetic expression. For this
latter transformation, we can generally substitute
if (cond) then a = f(x) else a = g(x)
with this equivalent transformation:
a = cond  f(x)+!cond  g(x)
This transformation is feasible since in the C language conditions can be
evaluated as integer numerical values, and for instance are evaluated to zero
when condition is FALSE.
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To further describe describe loop maximizing, we consider the Needleman-
Wunsch gene alignment algorithm described in [18], and shown here in Fig-
ure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Global alignment using Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. The
traceback path is identied in this picture with grey matrix elements. The
traceback phase of this algorithm is data-dependent and therefore
ow-divergent and not suitable for GPU implementation. Loop maximizing
can solve this problem.
This dynamic programming algorithm consists of two passes. In the rst
pass, a matrix is lled by scanning it from top-left to bottom-right. During
the traceback pass, the algorithm computes condition variables that evaluate
to the zero value once the traceback reaches either the left or top boundary
of the quadrant. These condition variables are then embedded in the ex-
pressions that nd the next cell in the traceback path. In eect, once the
traceback reaches either of the left or top boundaries, it gets stuck there until
the 2 k 1 traceback steps are nished. Using this mechanism, the same set
of instructions are executed in each thread, eliminating any ow divergence
among dierent threads.
This solution ensures that any combination of input arguments take the
worst case path. However, we utilize a GPU specic mechanism to help
the situation. The SIMD execution model of NVIDIA GPUs runs dierent
threads in warps of 32 threads in each SM. Therefore, once all 32 threads
of the same warp get stuck, we can break the loop and move on to the
next phase, instead of waiting for all of them to reach 2  k steps. NVIDIA
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Input a ! 0<a<20!
While (a > 0) !
!x += func(a);!
For (i=0; i<20; i++){!
!cond = (a > 0);!
!if (cond)!
!!  x += func(a);!
}!
For (i=0; i<20; i++){!
!cond = (a > 0);!
!x += func(a) * cond;!
}!
Figure 3.6: An example of loop maximizing in two steps.
GPUs of compute capability 1.3 or higher provide and intrinsic function
\ all(condition)", which evaluates to TRUE once all the individual condi-
tions of the warp's threads become TRUE. Using this mechanism helps our
algorithm to run faster.
Using the above techniques, our algorithm runs completely divergence-free,
and not a single instruction is serialized during execution.
3.4 Plasma Memory Allocation Library
A few fast memory resources are available in GPUs: Registers, shared mem-
ory, caches and texture memory. However, not all of them can be used for
dynamic allocation/deallocation, run-time indexable access and read/write.
Texture memory can be fast since it is cached, but is limited to read-only
operations. Registers are the fastest on-chip storage, but they are not array
addressable in general. Under certain circumstances, and if the compiler can
identify every array index statically at the compile time, it can store the
individual array elements in dierent registers. For example a simple loop
such as this can be stored in the registers:
uint32 t array[8];
for (i=0; i<8; i++) sum+=array[i];
But as soon as the compiler cannot determine a static value for an index,
it decides to put the whole array in the local memory, which physically re-
sides outside the GPU chip and on the GDDR5 memory banks subject to
bus bandwidth limits and coalescing requirements. Fortunately the Fermi
architecture introduced on-GPU L1 and L2 caches. Each streaming mul-
tiprocessor (SM) on the chip has a minimum of 16KB L1, which can be
increased to 48KB at the expense of shared memory. The results are much
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better than the previous Tesla architecture, but as we will see in this thesis
still not optimal.
This leaves us with shared memory, which is a very fast on-chip mem-
ory, and can be readily used as arrays. However, it is shared among all
the threads running in the same block, which is not always desirable. If
the program does not require actual information sharing, its shared nature
makes the programming harder. Furthermore, the shared memory can ob-
serve decreased performance if bank conicts happen; i.e. dierent threads




API DESIGN: USING THE MODIFIED
MAPREDUCE FRAMEWORKS
4.1 MITHRA
In MITHRA, the input values can either be loaded from the HDFS, or if
possible they are generated on the y. This case happens in the Monte Carlo
simulation algorithms, since they only require a set of random numbers as
their  set. In the latter case, we generate quasirandom numbers using the
Niederreiter quasirandom generator [38] in the GPUs. A quasirandom or
low discrepancy sequence, such as the Faure, Halton, Hammersley, Niederre-
iter or Sobol sequences [38, 39] is less random than a pseudorandom number
sequence, but more useful for such tasks as approximation of integrals in
higher dimensions and in global optimization. This is because low discrep-
ancy sequences tend to sample space more uniformly than random numbers.
Algorithms that use such sequences may have superior convergence [38]. Cre-
ating quasi or pseudo random numbers is a very time-consuming task, so it
is best to create the random numbers in the GPUs where they will be con-
sumed in a distributed manner to utilize all the processing elements available,
in contrast to creating them directly in the CPU using a sequential algorithm
and then transferring them to the GPU memory through the low bandwidth
PCI-Express bus. We base this part of our work on an implementation of
this algorithm from the CUDA SDK [40]. In the former case (where data is
loaded from HDFS), the Hadoop framework distributes  among the nodes
of the cluster. The Hadoop framework divides up the data determined to be
processed on that node to smaller chunks of data (typically between 64MB
to 256MB in our implementation, which is decided by HDFS conguration).
These chunks are small enough to t in the GPU global memory.
The map() function in MITHRA is designed as a two stage process. The
rst phase makes use of the Hadoop map() function. The Hadoop frame-
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work distributes the user-supplied map() function across the cluster. How-
ever, the main functionality of the  function in the MUD formalism is not
programmed in the Hadoop map(). Hadoop's map() merely acts as a distri-
bution mechanism for the  workload across the nodes of the clusters.
Whether the inputs are loaded from HDFS or generated in the GPUs, by
the time the user-provided map() functions that are written in CUDA are
ready to run, the input dataset is loaded in the GPU global memory and
ready for execution.
The  function in a MUD algorithm, being data independent in its mul-
tiple evaluations on its input data set , is performed on GPUs. This is the
second phase of the map() function design in MITHRA, in which the pro-
grammer writes a CUDA kernel to work on one  2 . The user supplied 
function runs on the GPU, processes the input values and emits intermediate
key/value pairs.
The next part of the framework involves intermediate key/value manage-
ment. Focusing on the Monte Carlo simulation class of problems, we did
not need to use more than a single key for the intermediate key/value pairs;
therefore, the implementation of the key/value management scheme is not
completely general and is limited to one intermediate key per input key/value
pair. Once MITHRA collects the intermediate key/value pairs, it emits them
back to the Hadoop framework, where they are gathered across the cluster,
grouped by keys and are ready to be passed to reduce() Hadoop functions.
The last phase of a MUD algorithm is the application of the  aggregator
on all the key/value pairs with the same key, and calculating the mean and
variance of them. The reduction aggregator  is applied locally in each node
through Hadoop's combiner functions, and the nal round of  and ()
application happens in Hadoop reducers.
4.2 Programming with PIC
Figure 4.1 summarizes the PIC programming model API that application
developers can use to realize their iterative convergence applications. Note
that, except for three functions (partition, merge, and BE converged), all
the other functions in the API are standard, in the sense that they are
necessary to realize any iterative convergence application on a MapReduce
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 abstract class PIC_Main  
This is the main entry class into the PIC library. The user has 
to sub-class it, create an object of its class and call the run() 




                     resultsDir, partition); 
 
Identifies directories in HDFS where input data and model 
are stored, where the output models is to be stored, and 
whether the user is requesting the PIC library to partition the 
input data set. Otherwise users can partition the files 
themselves, (see PIC_Partitioner class). 
  
BE_converged (Collector<Tk, Tv> 
oldModel,  
                               Collector<Tk, 
Tv> newModel); 
 
provides the user with the old and new best-effort iteration 
models, easing the user’s programming overhead. 
 abstract class PIC_Job  Mainly embeds the local computations.  
  
map (Tk key, Tv value, 
Collector<Tk, Tv> model,  
                                     
Collector<Tk, Tv> output); 
 
Similar semantics to Hadoop's map(). The current model is 
also provided to the map() function for ease of programming. 
Baseline IC implementations typically need extra 
programming to perform this functionality.  
  
reduce(Tk key, Iterator<Tv> values, 
Collector<Tk, Tv> output); 
 Similar semantics to Hadoop's reduce(). 
  
converged (Collector<Tk Tv> 
oldModel,  
                   Collector<Tk, Tv> 
newModel); 
 
Provides the user with the old and new local iteration models 
for a convenient convergence threshold decision. 
  
merge (Tk key, Iterator<Tv> values, 
Collector<Tk, Tv> output); 
 
Finds the corresponding elements of each sub-model, groups 
them together and passes them to the user to merge. This 
reduces the programmers task of identifying corresponding 
elements in different sub-problems.  
 abstract class PIC_Partitioner  
This is intended for simple partitioning algorithms. The 
Library includes some implementation of this class, for 
example simple modulo partitioning and random 
partitioning. Alternatively the user can use more complex 
partitioners outside PIC and instruct PIC not to attempt 
partitioning.  
  
 partition (Tk key, Tv value, 
minPartitions); 
 should return the partition number for one input point. 
Figure 4.1: The partitioned iterative convergence user-facing API. Most of
the API is necessary for a MapReduce implementation of IC, so is not an
extra addition for PIC. Only three extra functions, shown in italics, are
needed for the best-eort phase. Also, our library is based on templates,
and any Hadoop-provided data structure object (e.g. Text, IntWritable,
LongWritable, etc.) can be used within PIC for key/value pairs.
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framework. The map, reduce and converged functions of a conventional
implementation (Figure 3.1(a)) correspond to similarly named functions in
Figure 4.1.
In MapReduce, the map function species the computation to be per-
formed on one element of the input data, leaving the runtime framework
to partition the input data set and invoke the map function on each data
element. However, these semantics are insucient for iterative convergence
methods because they also have a need to:
 Pass the model, as well as the input data to map functions.
 Keep two copies of the model - current and previous - to evaluate the
convergence criterion.
 Replace the model from a previous iteration with the model computed
in the current iteration.
In addition, the best-eort phase of PIC also has a need to:
 Generate models for each sub-problem, starting from a single, unied
model at the beginning of a best-eort iteration.
 Collect models from sub-problems to implement the merge function.
While the above operations on the model can be implemented by applica-
tion code that uses a conventional MapReduce framework like Hadoop, this
is a signicant burden on the application developer. For example, let us con-
sider the requirement that the model should be passed to each invocation of
the map function. Since the map function in MapReduce only accepts one
input (the input data) and cannot have any best-eort state, inconvenient
workarounds are typically used to pass the model to the map function. For
example, programmers commonly read the model from a xed location in the
underlying cluster le system in the constructor of their mapper objects, so
that by the time the run-time framework calls their map function, the model
is available. This task requires directly accessing the distributed le system
while keeping track of which les and directories contain the model from the
last iteration, and reduces the simplicity of the MapReduce semantics.
The best-eort phase can further introduce a burden on the programmer.
Many implementations of partition and merge functions require that the
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model be divided into elements that are uniquely identiable and operable.
Given two models that need to be merged, we may have to rst establish the
correspondence of elements in the two models. For example, consider the case
of K-means. Assume that we have two sets of centroids (models) that were
computed by two dierent sub-problems. If the merge function requires that
corresponding centroids be averaged, then we have to keep track of which
centroid in one model (centroid set) corresponds to which centroid in the
other.
The PIC library and API signicantly ease the implementation burden
on an application developer. For example, the programmer need not worry
about storing the models to, and reading them from, the cluster le sys-
tem. PIC only requires that the model be expressed in the form of key/value
pairs to facilitate splitting a model into elements and identication of cor-
respondence between elements. Representing the model as key/value pairs
also allows the merge function itself to execute in a distributed fashion as
a MapReduce job. PIC reads the models from the previous iteration and
passes it to the map functions as a collection of key/value pairs. There is no
limit on the number of the key/value pairs in a model. and it even allows
duplicate keys.
Since PIC completely takes care of model management, we believe that
developing iterative applications in PIC is arguably easier for an application
developer than writing a conventional implementation in Hadoop.
There are three main methods of interacting with a Model object in PIC:
1. Model.collect(key, value) adds a key/value pair to the model.
2. Model.keysIterator() returns an iterator to all the keys stored in the
model.
3. Model.perKeyIterator(key) returns an iterator to all the values which
have the same key.
This design was chosen so that the programmer is not burdened with
ensuring non-duplicate keys in their model. In practice we have found it an
easy task to use a set of key/value pairs to represent models for dierent case
studies.
A key objective in the design of PIC is to add minimal programmer over-
head and maintain the ease of programming that is inherent to high-level
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frameworks such as MapReduce. From a programmer's perspective, the pro-
cess of porting a conventional MapReduce based implementation written in
Hadoop to a PIC implementation involves two primary additional tasks -
the specication of the partition and merge functions. Other than that,
the map, reduce and convergence functions remain largely the same, as the
PIC's programming syntax is designed to mimic that of Hadoop as much as
possible.
As mentioned in the previous section, PIC takes care of model manage-
ment, so developing iterative applications in PIC is arguably easier for a
programmer than a baseline implementation in Hadoop. Therefore the map
function semantics are enhanced to accommodate this functionality. Instead
of map(DataElement:key,value). PIC's map passes in the model object:
map(DataElement:key,value), Model). The reduce denition remains ex-
actly the same.
The partition function creates data subsets from the input data set and
model. The specic choice of this function is application-dependent, much
like the contents of map and reduce in the MapReduce framework. In some
problems, it is appropriate to break up both the input data and the model
(e.g., PageRank, as described in Section 5.2.5); in other cases, it is more
appropriate to break up the input data, but create multiple copies of the
model (e.g., K-means clustering, as described in Section 5.2.4). The parti-
tions may be strictly disjoint or contain some overlap (e.g., Image Smoother,
as described in Section 5.2.1) in order to facilitate faster convergence. The
complexity of the partition function may range from simple techniques
like randomly breaking up the input data and/or model (in which case the
programmer can simply use the default partitioner classes of PIC), to so-
phisticated partitioning schemes. For slightly more complex partitioning
algorithms, the programmer can provide one function (by sub-classing a de-
fault PIC partitioner class) that gets one data element from PIC at a time,
and in response the function should return the partition number for that el-
ement. For even more complex partitioning functions the programmers can
either provide their own classes to the PIC library, or they can use external
programs to partition data (for example METIS for graph partitioning) and
instruct PIC to assume that the input is already partitioned and not to at-
tempt partitioning. In general, the partitioning function should try to reduce
the dependencies between the sub-problems for better results and so that the
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number of global iterations required is minimized. Also, the sub-problems
that are created should be of roughly the same size so that the computations
on them are balanced. This is not essential if the number of partitions is
considerably larger than the number of nodes in a cluster, since dynamic
load-balancing techniques will compensate for variations in the computation
time required per partition.
By default, PIC chooses to partition the input data only during the rst
global iteration since the input data is unchanged, and only the mergedmodel
is partitioned during subsequent global iterations. However as Figure 3.3 sug-
gests, the programmer can request that the partition function executes in
each global iteration, since some problems might benet from repartitioning
in every global iteration.
The merge function takes the models produced from dierent sub-problems
and creates a unied model. The merge function depends on the application
semantics as well as the choice of the partition function. For example, if the
partition function divides the model into disjoint parts that are updated by
the dierent sub-problems, the merge function may simply piece them back
together. If copies of the model are created by the partition function, they
may be \averaged" or otherwise aggregated to construct the unied model.
In some problems (e.g., PageRank described in Section 5.2.5), the merge
function is also used to perform additional computations that compensate for
the eect of ignoring dependencies across partitions. In addition to improving
the quality of the model, this may also facilitate faster convergence, thereby
improving performance.
Representing the model as key/value pairs allows the merge function in
PIC to be executed in a distributed fashion. Each instance of merge function
receives one key and all the values associated with it. If the models are
replicated versions of each other, they will have similar keys with dierent
values at the end of a global iteration. In this case, corresponding elements
of the models that have the same key will be passed to one instance of the
merge function, which can aggregate them. On the other hand, if the model
is partitioned such that each sub-model is representing separate parts of the
whole model, they will be simply concatenated in the merge function. Specic
examples of partition and merge functions are discussed in the next section
for various example applications.





In both cases, the PIC library takes care of model management, so that
the programmer only needs to write the required logic to compare the two
models and determine convergence.
4.3 Using the Plasma Library
The rst function that the user needs to call is
int array = sm malloc(size);
in which size is the number of bytes that the user requests for an array. The
return value of this function is a pointer, which should be stored and used in
the subsequent function calls.
The user can then use the sv8 function to write an 8-bit value into the
index location of array :
sv8(array, index, value);
Similarly, the gv8 function can be used to read the value stored at index i of
the array :
uint8 t value = gv8(array, index);
Finally, the user can free the allocated memory by calling the sm free(array)
function. The Plasma system can reclaim the freed memory and use it for
further allocations.
Similar to the previous 8-bit access functions, Plasma provides their 32-bit
counterparts as well:
int array = sm malloc32(size);
sv32(array, index, value);





5.1 MITHRA: Monte Carlo Simulations
5.1.1 Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo methods can be loosely considered statistical numerical simu-
lation methods where sequences of random numbers are used to perform the
simulation. These statistical simulation methods dier from conventional nu-
merical discretization methods which are used to analyze ordinary or partial
dierential equations that model physical or mathematical systems [41].
Monte Carlo simulation requires the system to be either described by prob-
ability distribution functions or a parametric model. Informally, this means
that any implementation of a Monte Carlo needs to create volumes of high
quality random numbers and use these numbers as inputs to a parametric
model of the system. Simulations are performed over many trials and the
desired result is ltered through an aggregation function which combines the
output of the trials. Typically, one would like to use the average and variance
functions to perform this aggregation and the number of samples is chosen
to achieve a given accuracy level of the simulation.
The following steps dene the required components of a typical Monte
Carlo simulation [27]:
1. Create a parametric model, y = f(x1; x2; :::; xq).
2. Generate a set of random inputs, xi1; xi2; :::; xiq.
3. Evaluate the model - and store the results as yi.
4. Repeat - steps 2 and 3 for i = 1 to n.
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5. Analyze the results - using histograms, summary statistics, etc.
6. Error estimation - an estimate of the statistical error (variance) as a
function of the number of trials and other quantities can be determined
as part of this step.
After the random trials are complete, the results must be aggregated over
a combiner function to produce the desired result for the particular prob-
lem. However, the essence of the Monte Carlo method is the use of random
sampling techniques to approximate the solution of a complex problem [41].
Monte Carlo Simulation as a MUD Algorithm
It is clear that a Monte Carlo algorithm can be easily described in the MUD
formalism. The rst step of the Monte Carlo algorithm described in the
previous subsection is typically done in the design stage, and does not corre-
spond to a certain algorithmic step. The important thing to note, however,
is that the function f has a limited set of arguments, x1 to xn, and the input
data set of each trial is independent of other trials. Described as a MUD al-
gorithm, this application and domain specic function will form the function
. The next step of the typical Monte Carlo algorithm requires an ecient
method of creating n  q random, psuedo-random or quasi-random numbers,
in other words creating the  set. Formally, each  2  is a vector of q
elements:  = (x1; x2; :::; xn), and  is the set of all random vectors of size q.
The third and fourth steps of the Monte Carlo application are about eval-
uating the model. In other words, this is where the  function is applied
in parallel to all the random input vectors. Recalling that in a Monte Carlo
simulation all of the trials will contribute equally to the nal summary statis-
tic values of interest, and hence the requirement of considering all of the
trials in calculating the nal analysis results, we can simply use the same
key for all the key/values pairs generated here in a MUD model. Formally,
(i) = (k; vi). It should be noted that the MUD formalism allows us to
create a list of key/value pairs by , but the typical Monte Carlo algorithm
uses each input random vector once to create a single value. Also note that
the input values to each round of function evaluation, conforming to MUD
formalism requirements, are independent and thus allow the function evalu-
ations to be performed in parallel.
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The nal step of the Monte Carlo simulation algorithms involves applying
summary statistics to the n evaluated trials of the function . Since in the
previous step, all of the intermediate key/value pairs were generated with a
single key, there is no intra-key parallelism. However, many of the summary
statistics functions are either associative and commutative, or can be decom-
posed into two functions,  and , so that  captures the main functionality
while being associative and commutative, and  is not commutative or asso-
ciative, performing the nal operation. Examples of such functions include
mean and variance calculation. Therefore, the summary statistics functions
can utilize the inter-key parallelism of a MUD algorithm as mentioned earlier.
5.1.2 Black Scholes Option Pricing by Monte Carlo
Simulation
A nancial option [42] is the right, but not an obligation to purchase an
asset at a future date (expiration date) at an exercise price. Call options
grant the holder the right to purchase an underlying asset while Put options
allow the holder to sell. Since the price of the underlying asset varies over
time due to volatility, pricing an option is an extremely important process.
Theory suggests that if options are traded in the free market, their price will
converge to a fair market value. Black Scholes is one method of calculating
this value by simulating many possible paths where the price drifts up and
down along the time axis in accordance with a Gaussian distribution curve
of end results.
In this project, we concern ourselves with European stock options which
can only be exercised at the expiration date, and we do not consider trans-
action costs, dividends and restrictions on short selling. We assume that
money can be borrowed freely at a risk-free rate. Let S denote the price of
the stock, V(S,t) represent the price of the derivate as a function of time and
stock price, C(S,t) be the price of a European put, K designate the strike
price, r represent the annualized risk-free interest rate,  be the drift rate of
S,  be the volatility of the asset and t represent the time in years.
Although we do not discuss the Black Scholes dierential equation, we
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briey summarize the explicit formula for the price of a call option:
P(S; t) = K  e r(T t) N( d2)  S N( d1)
N(x) represents a Gaussian-distributed input; d1 and d2 are inputs to our
algorithm randomly chosen sample points from the Monte Carlo simulation.
This formula is evaluated over all sample points in the map stage and the
intuition is that the gain on the security is equal to the dierence between
the worth of the security and the price paid for it. The rst half represents
the strike price of the option adjusted for interest accrual by the exponential
function, whereas the second portion represents the purchase price of the
stock.
To compute the price of an option, we apply the aforementioned mathe-
matical formula to a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate possible nal op-
tion prices. Each trial computes the gain from a normally-distributed pool
of points with a geometric Brownian motion. Given the random normal
distribution of points sampled, taking the arithmetic mean and standard de-
viation of the distribution establishes the condence interval, exercise price
and strike price.
The algorithm is divided into three stages, as depicted in Figure 5.1: the
 stage performs the map and evaluates the Black Scholes formula over ran-
dom Gaussian sample points producing intermediate key/value pairs. Once
the mappers nish executing, the framework collects all the intermediate
key/value pairs with like keys and feeds them to the reducer . The nal
computation is produced by  which calculates the mean and standard devi-
ation1 of the samples. To evaluate the performance of our architecture across
multiple parallel programming implementations, we implement the following
pseudocode on all architectures.
1The calculation of standard deviation from sum of squared values is optimized as
follows:
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Figure 5.1: Black Scholes as a MUD algorithm
5.2 PIC: Image Smoothing, System of Linear
Equations, Neural Network Training, K-Means and
PageRank
In this section, we describe ve iterative-convergence algorithms | image
smoothing, system of linear equations, K-means clustering, PageRank com-
putation, and neural network training using back propagation | that are im-
plemented using PIC. For two of these examples, we briey describe the map
and reduce computations and the application-specic functions (partition,
merge, and converged) that we used for the PIC implementations.
5.2.1 Image Smoothing
Our rst example was chosen for its simplicity, as it can clearly show how
porting an algorithm to PIC works. Image smoothing is used to reduce
the high contrast and noisy areas of a picture and is often a rst step in
image recognition algorithms. This algorithm iteratively replaces the value
of a pixel with the average of all its 8 neighbors and itself. Typically this
algorithm is executed iteratively a number of times until the resulting image
becomes good enough for other image recognition algorithms. Therefore the
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convergence criterion only counts the number of iterations performed.
The partitioning function divides the image into slightly overlapping cells,
and each cell is used for a PIC sub-problem. Finally the merge function
pieces the pixels next to each other. The overlapped pixels are averaged,
while all other pixels are simply written into the nal results. In this case
study we run the same number of iterations as baseline locally, and use only
one global iteration.
5.2.2 System of Linear Equations
In this example we consider a system of linear equations of the form A:x = b,
with a weakly diagonal dominant matrix A. The weak diagonal dominance
of A is a sucient condition for the system to converge to a solution if one
exists using serial Jacobi iterations or a parallel Gauss-Seidel iteration [43].
A sucient condition for a PIC-like implementation to converge is that A
also be a positive matrix [43].
Solving this problem requires iteratively computing
x = x  (A:x  b)
For scalability to solve very large problems, the matrix multiplication is itself
implemented in a distributed fashion. Naturally the same Map and Reduce
functions are used in PIC. The partitioning function ensures that all the el-
ements of the matrix A which are on the same row are placed in the same
sub-problem. The model in this case study, the vector x, is replicated and
each sub-problem gets a local version of it. Each sub-problem in PIC only
updates the rows of its local model (vector x) that correspond to its local row
entries of matrix A. The local convergence function checks for the average
movement of the centroids to be below a set threshold (similar to the base-
line). Once sub-problems reach local convergence, the merge function puts
the updated results from each sub-problem next to each other to form the
merged resulting vector x. Finally the global convergence function checks for
the average movement of centroids to be below a set threshold.
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5.2.3 Neural Network Training Using Back-Propagation
The back-propagation algorithm is used to train a neural network. The
algorithm looks for the minimum of the error function in weight space using
the method of gradient descent. The combination of weights which minimizes
the error function is considered to be a solution of the learning problem. The
algorithm is iterative in nature, and after each iteration the algorithm is
expected to move towards the desired value of the weights. The iterations
are performed until the error falls below a specied threshold value. This is
the stage when the neural network is said to be trained.
The partition function used for the back-propagation algorithm was a ran-
dom partitioning function. Random partitioning allows the sub-data sets to
be non-similar to each other, thereby allowing global convergences to help the
whole dataset converge. In the IC implementation and the PIC implementa-
tion, we train the neural network using a batch update rather than an online
update. The batch update is more suited for the parallel implementation of
the algorithm [44].
In the batch-mode variant of back-propagation, the mean square error is
determined for each input pattern. This error is used to nd the gradients
of the hidden and nal layers. The w for hidden and nal layers are then
calculated according to
wij =    oi  j
where  is the gradient for the hidden or the nal layer. This process is
repeated for all the input patterns and the cumulative w is determined.
This cumulative w is then used to adjust the weights of the hidden and
nal layers.
In a global iteration of the PIC implementation, every sub-problem per-
forms as many local iterations as necessary to converge the sub-data sets.
The convergence criterion we used is the same as the criterion used in the
IC implementation. Every iteration of the IC implementation starts with a
model which is the set of weights in the neural network. The model is rep-
resented as a key-value pair with the weight position in the network being
the key and the weight being the value. At the end of one global iteration
we have a rened model which satises convergence of the sub-datasets. In
the global merge function, we average all the weight sets (models) obtained
from dierent sub-problems. This averaged model is then given to another
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map-reduce task which takes the dataset as the input and gives out the num-
ber of vectors which the network is able to detect with the new model. We
iterate if the number of vectors being detected is less than the total number
of vectors in the dataset.
5.2.4 K-Means
kmeans_PIC(input data d, model m) { 
  // best-effort phase 
  do {!
    // partition input data points,  
    // copy m to each partition 
    p1 …  pz =  partition (d,m)  
    map: for each partition pi { 
           kmeans_IC(di, mi); 
           emit (key=1; value=mi) 
         } 
    // Average closest centroids from z sub-problems 
    // as new centroid in merge 
    reduce: m = merge(values m1 … mz for key=1 )  
  } until BE_converged (m); 
 
  // top-off phase 
  kmeans_IC(d,m); 
} 
Figure 5.2: PIC implementation of K-means (for IC implementation, see
Figure 3.1(b)
K-means is an iterative convergence algorithm designed to create a rep-
resentative model (k centroids) from a data set (a body of \points" in a
cartesian space of n dimensions).
Figure 5.2 shows the PIC implementation of K-means. We fully re-use the
IC implementation shown in Figure 3.1(b).
We used a simple random partition function for K-means. In a best-
eort iteration of the PIC implementation, each sub-problem performs as
many local iterations as necessary to obtain a converged partial model. The
convergence criterion we used is the same as the criterion used in the IC
implementation. Every iteration of the IC implementation starts with a
model (i.e., set of proposed values for the K centroids). At the end of the
iteration, we have a rened model (i.e., new set of values for the K centroids).
If the change in the value of all the K centroids is within a pre-specied
threshold, we conclude that the model has converged. We used the same
convergence criterion for every sub-problem in PIC, and for detecting best-
eort convergence in PIC. Each sub-problem computes a partial model (set
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of K centroid values). So, for each centroid, we have a value from every
sub-problem. Our merge function identies corresponding centroid values
from each partition and averages them to compute the centroid values for
the unied model.
5.2.5 Page Rank
The PageRank algorithm is used to obtain a global ordering of a set of web
pages. The input to the algorithm is a web graph. There is one vertex in the
graph for each web page (or URL). A directed edge from a vertex to another
vertex implies that the source web page has a hyperlink to the destination
web page. The PageRank value for a vertex is a function of the number
of web pages that refer to the vertex, either directly or through other web
pages. The solution (or model) created by the PageRank algorithm is a set of
PageRanks for all vertices in the web graph. The PageRank algorithm also
assigns a score to every edge in the graph. This information is not reported
as a solution, but edge scores are used to compute the vertex PageRanks.
Therefore, in the PIC implementation, we consider the set of edge scores as
part of the model in our implementation.
As shown in Figure 5.3, every iteration in the PageRank algorithm consists
of two phases: aggregation and propagation (this reects the implementation
in the Nutch [45] open source search engine). In the aggregation phase, we
update the PageRank of every vertex by aggregating the scores of its incoming
edges. The PageRank of vertex i is computed from the scores of its incoming
edges, as follows:




In the above formula, c is a pre-specied constant (damping factor that is
typically 0:85), and edgeji is a directed edge from vertex j to the vertex i.
In the propagation phase, we update the score of every edge. The score of
edgeji is the ratio of the PageRank of vertex j to the number of outgoing
edges of vertex j.
Figure 5.4 shows the PIC implementation of PageRank. We partition the
web graph into sub-graphs, by splitting the vertices into disjoint groups.
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G(V,E): vertex represents a URL;  
        edge represents a link to another URL 
mV : page rank values for vertices 
mE : scores for edges 
c : constant 
 
PageRank_IC(input data G(V,E), model mV, model mE) { 
    do { 
        //aggregate 
      map: for each edge e (from vertex u to vertex v) 
             emit (key = v, value = mE[e]);  
      reduce: for each key { 
                 total = sum of values of key;    
                 mV[key] = (1-c) + c * total; 
   } 
        //propagate 
      map: for each edge e (from vertex u to vertex v) 
              emit (key = u, value = e);  
      reduce: for each key { 
                count = number of values for the key; 
                for each value  
                  mE[value] = mV[key] / count; 
               } 
    } until converged (mV); 
} 
Figure 5.3: IC implementation of PageRank
Vertices and the edges that are fully contained in a group (i.e., the two
vertices of the edge are in the same vertex group) form a sub-graph that
is assigned to a partition. The convergence criterion for a sub-problem is
the same as the criterion used in the conventional IC implementation. The
PageRank implementation in Nutch automatically terminates after a pre-
specied set of iterations, independent of the quality of the solution. For the
PIC implementation, we also terminate the local and best-eort iterations
after a pre-set iteration limit.
During the local iterations, every sub-problem updates the PageRank or
edge scores of vertices and edges included in its partition. At the end of the
local iterations, the various sub-problems have computed PageRanks for all
vertices. However, edge scores have been computed only for edges that are
fully inside a partition. In particular, no edge scores have been computed
for edges that are between partitions. The merge function rst computes the
scores for all outgoing edges from a partition ( i.e., source vertex of the edge
is in the partition but the destination vertex is in another partition). Then,
the merge function also updates the PageRanks of the destination vertices
of all outgoing edges. This is the only mechanism we have used to factor
in the dependencies between the sub-problems. Like the K-means case, one
can develop more complex mechanisms to consider the eect of other sub-
problems.
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G(V,E): vertex represents a URL;  
        edge represents a link to another URL 
mV : page rank values for vertices 
mE : scores for edges 
 
PageRank_PIC(input data G(V,E), model mV, model mE) { 
  //best-effort phase 
  do {!
    //partition vertices and include all  
       edges contained in partition  
    p1 …  pz =  partition (G(V,E), mV, mE)  
    map: for each partition pi {//solve each partition 
           PageRank_IC(Gi(V,E), mVi, mEi); 
           emit (key = 1, value = mVi ) 
         } 
    //Update scores of edges between partitions;  
       update pageranks of vertices for these edges 
    reduce: mV = merge(values for key=1)  
  } until BE_converged (mV); 
 
  //top-off phase 
  PageRank_IC(G, mV, mE); 
} 
Figure 5.4: PIC implementation of PageRank
5.3 Loop Maximizing: Needleman-Wunch Back-Trace
Calculation of edit distances between two sequences and aligning the two
sequences based on their edit distances is a very compute-intensive process.
This problem becomes n-fold when the number of sequences on which these
operations have to be done are huge. Many elds have hence refrained from
using edit-distance as a possible solution to solve problems. This section con-
tains an explanation of the use of this algorithm in a larger context in which
this algorithm plays a part, and then describes the challenges in implementing
the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm in SIMD architectures, specically GPUs.
5.3.1 Pairwise Alignment in a Larger Context
Pairwise alignment can be used to compute the edit distance between two
sequences and then align these sequences with an allowed xed number of
insertions, deletions and mismatches. Edit distance computation between
two sequences also nds its applications in other domains. Reference [46]
uses an edit-distance algorithm to detect correlated attacks in distributed
systems. Reference [47] Uses the edit distance technique to identify the type
of intrusion. A very common use of edit distance is to nd how close two
strings are to each other and auto-check the spelling of the word accordingly.
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Similar approaches could also be used to suggest search strings in search
engines. Edit distance is used in speech [48] and evaluating optical character
recognition [49]. All of these approaches involve calculation of edit distances
of millions of sequences and then alignment of the sequences.
An interesting application of edit distance and alignment of two sequences
is in bio-computation. The machines which generate the DNA data have
progressed at a much more rapid pace than the techniques to analyse this
data [50]. This is a profound problem in the bio-computation domain. Today
biologists have terabytes of data but do not have enough computational power
and techniques to work on this data. In many ways this problem is similar
to the big-data problem that the computer industry has been facing for some
time now. There is a need for techniques which could be used to analyse
this data rapidly. Accurately aligning the genes against each other allows
the comparison of DNA strings and gives researchers the ability to draw
inferences from these alignments. Our tool allows fast alignment of a large
number of short reads quickly.
5.3.2 A Short Description of the Needleman-Wunsch Global
Alignment Algorithm
The Needleman-Wunsch global alignment algorithm [51] is a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm that is used for global alignment, meaning that it can
be used to nd the best alignment possible between two dierent strings.
This is in comparison to local alignment algorithms (for example the Smith-
Waterman algorithm), where the best alignment is among smaller segments
of the two strings. In [51], to nd the alignment of two strings x and y, a
two-dimensional m by n score matrix is allocated, where m and n are the
lengths of the two strings x and y. In the rst phase of the algorithm, the
(i; j)'th entry of the matrix contains the optimal score for the alignment of
the rst i characters in x and the rst j characters in y.
The contents of each cell ai;j is computed based on the i'th character in x,
the j'th character in y and the contents of the cells on its left (ai;j 1), top
(ai 1;j) and top-left (ai 1;j 1) that are already computed and stored in the
matrix. The value of the cell ai;j is computed using the following expression:
ai;j = Maxfai;j 1 + g; ai 1;j + g; ai 1;j 1 + S[x[i]; y[j]]g where g is the gap
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Figure 5.5: Global alignment using Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
penalty value and S[x[i]; y[j]] represents a similarity matrix (a look-up table
that represents the penalty of changing one character to another). Figure
5.5 depicts the contents of the matrix a.
Once the matrix is computed and stored in memory (O(m:n) memory
requirement and O(m:n) time), the algorithm starts the backtracing phase
from the last location of the matrix (am;n) backwards. At each step, the
algorithm picks the cell whose value was used in the previous phase of the
algorithm, and goes backwards to the rst cell a0;0. Each movement upwards
means an insertion in string x, and a movement leftwards means an insertion
in string y (or a deletion in string x). A diagonal movement would mean
either a match or a mismatch. The backtracing phase requires the whole
matrix in memory (O(m:n)), and takes O(m+ n) time to execute.
5.3.3 Needleman-Wunsch Back-Trace Challenge and Loop
Maximizing
Implementing the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm on SIMD machines, and
more specically GPUs in this research, is challenging. As mentioned in
the last discussion, the second phase of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is
inherently data-dependent. In the previous section, we described how this
data-dependence aects the memory access patterns if the score matrix is
stored in global memory. Another manifestation of this problem is in diverg-
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ing code ows. Unlike the rst phase of the algorithm, in which the same
code ow takes place regardless of the data contents, the backtracing phase is
completely data-dependent. The backtracing might take anywhere between
max(m;n) (when the backtracing always takes the diagonal route) andm+n
steps (for example when backtracing rst completely moves upwards in m
steps and then takes n steps left).
This is a serious problem for a SIMD machine such as a GPU. The whole
reason for the massive parallelism potential of SIMD machines is that they
sacrice independent control logic circuitry for more computational units.
Diverging code ows would make use of the parallelism potential of GPUs
impossible. This challenge is one of the main reasons that many previous at-
tempts to implement either the Needleman-Wunsch or the Smith-Waterman
algorithm in GPUs have reported sub-optimal performance gures.
To solve this problem, the trace-back algorithm is modied using the
loop maximizing technique, and is written such that the trace-back in each
quadrant (for a denition of quadrant-based Needleman-Wunsch please re-
fer to [18]) takes exactly 2  k steps. To achieve this, the loop maximizing
technique adds condition variables that evaluate to the zero value once the
trace-back pointer reaches either the left or top boundary of the quadrant.
These condition variables are then embedded in the expressions that nd the
next cell in the traceback path. In eect, once the trace-back reaches either
of the left or top boundary, it becomes stuck there until the 2  k trace-back
steps are nished. As a result, the same set of instructions are executed in
each thread, eliminating any ow divergence among dierent threads.
The same problem should also be tackled for loading dierent quadrants
(refer to [18]), and is addressed in a similar way. Each thread loads the
boundaries for exactly 2m
k
quadrants and performs trace-back in each of
them. However, once a quadrant on the rst row or column of the quadrants
grid is loaded, a similar mechanism is utilized to make the computation stuck,
while every thread keeps executing similar instructions.
This solution ensures that any combination of input arguments take the
worst case path. However, we utilize a GPU-specic mechanism to help
the situation. The SIMD execution model of NVIDIA GPUs runs dierent
threads in warps of 32 threads in each SM. Therefore, once all 32 threads
of the same warp get stuck, we can break the loop and move on to the next
phase, instead of waiting for all of them to reach 2  k steps. Fortunately
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NVIDIA GPUs of compute capability 1.3 or higher provide and intrinsic
function \ all(condition)", which evaluates to TRUE once all the individual
conditions of the warp's threads become TRUE. Using this mechanism helps
our algorithm to run faster.
5.3.4 Using Plasma in Needleman-Wunch Case Study
The modied Needleman-Wunsch algorithm described in the previous section
processes a pair of strings in each kernel function invocation, and therefore
dierent GPU threads are completely independent from each other. This
is the rst requirement for the usage of the Plasma library. Moreover, the
algorithm requires frequent use of fast scratch memory arrays, and a fast
dynamic array would greatly benet the performance of it. As a result, this
algorithm is a prime candidate for using Plasma. The experimental results






MITHRA is designed to excel at executing massive, data independent com-
puting tasks. We leverage heterogeneous computing resources in the archi-
tecture design. In other words, the \correct" computing resources for each
phase of a MUD algorithm can be dierent, thereby oering the potential
to leverage dierent hardware classes. The MITHRA architecture takes the
mathematical formalism described in previous sections and reies the results
into an ecient organization of hardware to exploit the properties exposed
by our formalism. In this section, we describe the architecture in detail and
explain how it achieves the parallelism goals set out earlier.
6.1.1 MITHRA System Design
Clusters of GPU have been utilized in recent years to solve dierent classes of
problems mentioned earlier. Similarly, MapReduce or MUD algorithms have
been used for both massive log analysis and to a lesser extent for scientic
computing. The novelty of MITHRA, however, is the adoption of the MUD
formalism to model a broad range of scientic computing problems, and
adapting it to run on a low-cost commodity cluster of computers. In its
basic design, MITHRA is a cluster of COTS computing nodes. Each node
contains a mid-range CPU and is connected to other nodes through a gigabit-
class Ethernet network. Graphics processing cards (GPUs) installed on each
processing node make MITHRA suitable for running MUD algorithms.
Figure 6.1 depicts the architecture of MITHRA. The MITHRA framework
is based on the open source Hadoop project, which is an implementation of
Google MapReduce. It inherits the merits of fault tolerance and scalability
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Figure 6.1: Architecture of the MITHRA system.
from Hadoop and speed from GPUs. It should be noted that in a cluster
of COTS components, the probability of component failures is considerably
higher than in a cluster of specialized high performance and highly reliable
components. However, the adoption of the MapReduce programming model
implies software fault tolerance features that guarantee the continued execu-
tion of computation jobs even under less than ideal conditions, without the
programmer having to deal with them.
The map function in MITHRA is designed as a two-stage process. The
rst phase makes use of the Hadoop map function. The Hadoop frame-
work distributes the user-supplied map function across the cluster. However,
the main functionality of the  function in the MUD formalism is not pro-
grammed in the Hadoop map. Hadoop's map merely acts as a distribution
mechanism for the  workload across the nodes of the clusters.
The  function in a MUD algorithm, being data independent in its multiple
evaluations on its input data set , can be performed on GPUs. This is
the second phase of the map function design in MITHRA, in which the
programmer writes a CUDA kernel to work on one  2 . In fact, the data
independence property of the  function in the MUD formalism is similar and
matches the data-independent compute intensive SIMD [52] kernel model of
CUDA [53]. Unlike a traditional map function in the MapReduce model,
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MITHRA does not promote having k Maps with each map evaluating the
 function N
k
times, where N is the number of data items in  and k the
number of nodes in the cluster. Instead, the map function written in CUDA
corresponds directly to the function , working on a single item from .
The Hadoop framework distributes  among the nodes of the cluster. The
Hadoop map task divides up the amount of data determined to be processed
on that node to chunks of data small enough to t in the GPU memory
(typically 64MB to 256MB in our implementation). It then loads the data
in the GPU memory and calls the CUDA kernel.
The next part of the framework involves intermediate key/value manage-
ment. Focusing on the Monte Carlo simulation class of problems, we did
not need to use more than a single key for the intermediate key/value pairs;
therefore the implementation of the key/value management scheme is not
completely general. As this is an important feature for the application to
more general problems, it is one of our rst future work milestones. In our
current implementation, after the execution of the map functions, the inter-
mediate key/value pairs are assumed to have been grouped by the key.
The last phase of a MUD algorithm is the application of the  aggrega-
tor on all the key/value pairs with the same key, which in a Monte Carlo
simulation means all of the intermediate values across the cluster nodes. In
a Monte Carlo simulation, the  function calculates the mean and variance
of the trial runs of  as indicator summary statistics values. As discussed
earlier, even though these functions are not associative and commutative,
they can be decomposed into separate functions, mostly because the division
operator used in mean and variance is distributive. Therefore, the reduction
aggregator  can be applied locally and the pre-nal values can be sent to
the head node for the nal round of  and () application.
6.1.2 Practical Implications of Adopting MUD Programming
Model on MITHRA
Recalling the formalism presented earlier and the discussion of the inher-
ent parallelism in MUD algorithms, this subsection shows how each of the
four parallelism opportunities can be exploited for better performance in
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MITHRA. We formally show that all Monte Carlo simulations can be per-
formed in an ecient manner in our MITHRA architecture. Steps of the
Monte Carlo algorithm correspond to a phase of the MUD model, or match
an inherent parallelism opportunity of MUD.
Input Data Set
The input data set can either be pre-stored and distributed on hard disks
of the individual machines in the cluster, streamed in from the Internet or
generated for immediate consumption. When the data is already distributed
among the hard disks, all of the Hadoop map functions can read the input
data in parallel. Assuming k nodes are available in the MITHRA cluster, the
theoretical aggregate I/O bandwidth becomes k times the I/O bandwidth of
each hard disk.
When streaming from the Internet, each node receives its own specic
data set. In theory, this task might not be highly parallelizable since the
incoming network connection bandwidth becomes the bottleneck. However
for practical purposes, it can have enough bandwidth to ll all the node's
input data bandwidth specication, and thus the task can be parallelized.
Finally, our best parallelism can be achieved when the application needs
or can be changed to use run-time generated values as its input set. This is
because even though the generation of the  set takes time, it will probably
take less time than to load them from hard disks or read them through
slow network connections. This is the case for the Monte Carlo simulation
algorithms, since they only require a set of random numbers as their  set.
We generate quasirandom numbers using the Niederreiter quasirandom
generator [38] in the GPUs. A quasirandom or low discrepancy sequence,
such as the Faure, Halton, Hammersley, Niederreiter or Sobol sequences [38,
39] is less random than a pseudorandom number sequence, but more use-
ful for such tasks as approximation of integrals in higher dimensions and in
global optimization. This is because low discrepancy sequences tend to sam-
ple space more uniformly than random numbers. Algorithms that use such
sequences may have superior convergence [38]. Creating quasi or psuedo ran-
dom numbers is a very time consuming task; therefore, it is best to create the
random numbers in the GPUs where they will be consumed in a distributed
manner to utilize all the processing elements available, in contrast to creating
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them directly in the CPU using a sequential algorithm and then transferring
them to the GPU memory through the low bandwidth PCI-Express bus. We
base this part of our work on an implementation of this algorithm from the
CUDA SDK [40].
Another requirement for the Monte Carlo simulation algorithms is the
application of a normal distribution PDF to the random numbers. For the
inverse cumulative normal function z = N 0(p), there are several numerical
implementations providing dierent degrees of accuracy and eciency [54]. A
very fast and accurate approximation is the one given by Boris Moro in [55].
This algorithm also runs on the GPU.
Data Independent 
As mentioned earlier,  is data independent across executions, and can match
the SIMD execution model of GPUs. For our experiments we chose theBlack
Scholes option pricing equation, which conforms to the requirements of the
MUD formalism for .
Inter-key Parallelism of 
This parallelism opportunity can be exploited when the application uses more
than one key in its intermediate key/value pairs. The inter-key parallelism
is usually a side-eect of the algorithm used to solve a problem correctly.
However, the programmer can use it as a measure to force parallelism across
nodes of a cluster, especially when the  aggregator is not associative or
commutative.
For a Monte Carlo algorithm, the intermediate keys need not be dierent,
and the reduction aggregator can be made into an associative and commu-
tative function, and therefore the intra-key parallelism (described next) can
exploit all the inherent parallelism available in the problem.
Intra-key Parallelism of 
The last step of a Monte Carlo algorithm is the calculation of required in-
dicator summary statistics. We have provided examples and details of two
summary statistics functions used in our implementation: mean and variance.
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Both of these functions are decomposed in our implementation, so that an
associative and commutative function (addition) is used as the aggregator.
Therefore, this aggregator function can be applied inside the GPUs, and then
across multiple nodes of the cluster in the Hadoop reduction function (which
acts as the () function of the MUD formalism).
6.2 PIC Implementation
The PIC library is implemented on top of the Hadoop MapReduce frame-
work. PIC consists of a set of Java classes, some of which are abstract.
The programmer overrides the abstract classes and adds their map, reduce,
localConvergence, globalConvergence, partition and merge functions.
Each function has a predened signature, through which the PIC library
passes appropriate arguments (such as an input data element and model)
into the programmer's function.
PIC executes local map-reduce-convergence loops completely inside one
Hadoop mapper. It reads models from les and stores them in an appropriate
Model data structure. It then reads the input data subset and parses data
elements and passes them one by one to the user provided map function, in
conjunction with the Model. It also saves the intermediate key/value pairs
that the map function emits. It then groups the intermediate key/values
according to MapReduce semantics, and passes one key along with an iterator
of values to the user-specied reduce function. The results of the reduce
function are collected into another model instance, and along with the model
from the last iteration are passed to the user provided localConvergence
function. If this function returns false, PIC repeats this loop. Otherwise, it
moves on to the next phase, which includes merging and global convergence
test.
The merge functionality is implemented in Hadoop's reducers. The re-
sults are then stored by the PIC library in a le in HDFS (transparent to
the programmer), which represents the merged output of a global iteration.
The global convergence test is the only function in PIC that is executed
in one node of the cluster, namely the head node. However, typically the
task of comparing the results from one iteration to another is a lightweight
computation and does not aect the total execution time too much.
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6.3 Plasma Library Details
Two assumptions are considered in the design of this library.
 Thread independence: The individual threads are independent and
do NOT need to share their values.
 Thread linear identication: Plasma requires a local thread iden-
tier computed and stored in a specic variable: local tid.
The Plasma library is a implemented as a collection of macros (using the
# dene syntax). Under the hood, these macros perform carefully designed
address translation to avoid bank-conicts.
The core of the address translation is based on the following principle:
index --> (local index * THREADS) + tid
which translates a user-supplied local index array oset into a real index
oset into shared memory.
The Plasma library is internally based on 32-bit accesses. As a result, if the
user requires access to 8-bit arrays, the individual 8-bit values are articially
constructed using masking operators. As an example, the following macro
sets the value of an 8-bit array element, indexed by local index:
#define sv8(local index, value) fshared mem[((local index)>>2) *
THREADS PER BLOCK + tid] = (shared mem[((local index)>>2) *
THREADS PER BLOCK + tid] & (0x000000ff <<
(((local index) & 0x3 ) <<3 ))) |
((0x000000ff & ((uint32 t)(value)))
<<(((local index) &0x3 ) <<3));g
This macro rst reads the 32-bit value, masks it, replaces the 8-bit value in
the masked subset, and nally stores the whole 32-bit word back in the shared
memory array. This complex combination of logical operators is necessary
to ensure optimal memory usage.
6.3.1 Shared Memory Usage vs. Occupancy
Clearly the more shared memory each thread needs, the smaller number of
threads can run at the same time in each SM, which aects the occupancy
of a CUDA kernel. Table 6.1 shows some possible run-time congurations of
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Table 6.1: The dierent run-time congurations of Plasma, designed to
achieve best occupancy for dierent memory requirements
Sh Mem Thrd/Block Occupancy Regs Thrd/SM Warps/SM
63 96,128 50% 39 768 24
73 672 44% 48 672 21
95 128,256 33% 63 512 16
109 224 29% 64 448 14
127 64,128,192 25% 64 384 12
153 160,320 21% 64 320 10
170 96 19% 64 288 9
219 224 15% 64 224 7
255 96,192 13% 64 192 6
306 160 10% 64 160 5
383 128 8% 64 128 4
511 96 6% 64 96 3
767 64 4% 64 64 2
Plasma, assuming a Fermi GPU with 48KB of shared memory conguration.
Each row is tuned to achieve the highest GPU occupancy possible.
Finally note that the CUDA run-time uses a small amount of shared mem-
ory for passing the kernel launch arguments. Plasma leaves 64 bytes for
system usage, and uses the rest.
6.3.2 Bank-Conicts, 8-bit Accesses and
Allocation/Deallocation
Shared memory's performance can be hampered by bank conicts. To ensure
no bank conict takes place, the Plasma library internally changes the index
addresses:
index --> (local index * THREADS) + tid
where THREADS contains the number of threads in a block, and tid is
the local thread id in the current running block (which can be as simple as
threadIdx.x).
To ensure no bank-conict happens and maximum use of the shared mem-
ory is achieved, Plasma works on a 32-bit basis. Therefore, when there is a
request to read or write an 8-bit value, a sequence of masking and shifting
operations are performed to ensure only the specied 8-bit portion of a 32-bit
word is aected.
Plasma allows for dynamic allocation and freeing. Currently, the system
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is designed around a stack-based scheme. For proper usage, only the latest
allocated array can be freed and reclaimed at any execution point. This
simple scheme guarantees no memory fragmentation, but imposes limits on




FOUNDATIONS OF MITHRA AND PIC
This chapter delves deeper into the foundations of MITHRA and PIC. We
rst discuss the parallelism opportunities that MITHRA can exploit in sec-
tion 7.1. Then we shift our attention to PIC, where we analyze its best-eort
phase as a Schwartz preconditioner.
7.1 Parallelism in MITHRA
In Section 5.1.1 we showed a correspondence between the MUD model that
MITHRA implements and the Monte Carlo class of simulations, thus estab-
lishing a direct relationship between them. Now we focus on how MITHRA
can utilize the parallelism oered by MUD.
The main advantage of the MUD formalism is the broad range of problems
that can be described and modeled using it, and the potential for parallelism.
There are four distinct parallelism opportunities in a MUD algorithm, which
are as follows:
1. Input data set creation
2. Data independent execution of the  function
3. Intra-key parallelism of 
4. Inter-key parallelism of 
We dened the input values of a MUD algorithm to be members of the
set . However, in real applications, its members should either be created at
run-time, streamed into the machine executing the algorithm or stored on the
hard disks distributed across the nodes of a cluster. Each of these possible
cases allow for a parallelism and hence better performance. Considering the
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typical I/O latency that dominates the latter two classes, the best parallelism
opportunities can be found when the data can be generated right before
consumption. It should be noted that the input data set creation can also be
another MUD algorithm, starting with a simpler input data set (for example
constant values).
The second class of parallelism is derived from the denition of the  func-
tion. Note that the input to each evaluation of  is an independent, single
member of  (note that each  2  can be a vector of values). Therefore,
there is no dependency among multiple executions of , and it can be paral-
lelized among whatever number of processing elements that are available on
the physical machine executing the algorithm.
The latter two types of parallelism are application dependent, contingent
on the problem being solved and the mathematical properties of . Intra-
key parallelism can be used when the programmer used multiple keys in the
intermediate key/value pairs. Recalling from the denition of  function,
(k; v1) (k; v2)! (k; v3). Therefore  works on multiple values of key/value
pairs with the same key, and generates another key/value pair with that
key. If the programmer denes the program in such a way to have multiple
keys, each execution of  is limited to the key/values with a single key.
This parallelism can be used to gain performance in a cluster setting even if
there is no inter-key parallelism to be found. A simple yet eective approach
would be to have the same amount of keys as the nodes in the cluster, and
distributing the total members of  among them with dierent keys.
The last type of parallelism potential, inter-key parallelism, can be ex-
ploited if the  aggregator is associative and commutative. In this case, the
evaluation of  on a set of key/value pairs (with the same key) can be per-
formed as a binary tree reduction. This operation can therefore theoretically
be nished in O(log(n)) time, if the number of processing elements is at least
n
2
. If the number of processing elements is less than that (k < n
2
), the domi-
nant execution time will be the time to evaluate  function for pairs of leaves
n
2
times, which can be parallelized across k processing elements. Therefore,
the execution time can be reduced to O( n
2k ).
Sometimes, even if the  aggregator is not commutative and associative,
one can decompose it into the composition of two functions: one that is asso-
ciative and commutative, and one that is not. Then, it becomes possible to
integrate the non-commutative or non-associative part with the  post pro-
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cessing function, and therefore change  into a well-behaved binary operator.
As an example, consider the mean aggregator  as ab = a+b
2
. We know that




= a  (b  c).
However, considering the distributive property of the division operator, we
can decompose the averaging function and leave the division for the last step,
performing it in the () function.
7.2 A Theoretic Treatment of the Partitioned Iterative
Convergence Methods
Implementing an iterative algorithm in PIC can greatly reduce the run-time
of the computation. In our experiments we have observed a typical factor of
4x to 6x speedup. On the other hand, the PIC framework in eect changes
the algorithms. As such, we have to address the accuracy issues of PIC in
more detail.
Through experimental studies we have shown the PIC system computes
results that are either equal in numerical value to the baseline implementa-
tions, or are very close (we have observed up to 3% dierence in numerical
values). The question we try to address in this document is whether we can
extend these expectations to a larger class of problems.
We rst describe the three issues involved in the discussion of PIC results
accuracy in Section 7.2.1. We then establish the similarity between PIC and
domain decomposition methods in Section 7.2.2, which allows us to consider
PIC as a domain decomposition method. Section 7.2.3 analyzes PIC as
a preconditioner, and shows that it indeed converges to the same set of
answers with a convergence rate related to the convergence rate of the original
algorithm.
7.2.1 Accuracy of Solutions
There are multiple aspects to the accuracy issues that PIC has to address.
These accuracy issues are enumerated in this section.
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Accuracy Requirements of the Application Domain
The rst aspect of accuracy comes from the application domain. Some-
times the application domain itself has a forgiving nature, and can withstand
slightly inaccurate results from the computational kernels and algorithms
that solve a certain computational problem. Note that from this aspect, we
are dierentiating between a target application and algorithms that solve
computational problems towards that application. To illuminate this point
of view, we provide the following examples:
 Web search: As long as the order of the web pages are the same, the
numerical page rank values of each web page is irrelevant.
 Graphics: It is acceptable to have the values of a few pixels be slightly
inaccurate. For example, in computer games, since each frame has a
life time of at most 1
30
seconds, a few pixels can be (and in many current
games are) inaccurate. Similarly, JPEG or MPEG compressions rely
on the fact that human eye cannot discern slight inaccuracies in the
pixel values.
 Data mining: Many of the algorithms in data mining are heuristic, and
even in their original form at most provide a sub-optimal answer (e.g.
K-means clustering).
Final Numerical Accuracy
Let us temporarily assume that the our observations in the experimental re-
sults are general, i.e. for a large class of problems, one can expect much faster
run-times with a nal inaccuracy of less than 3%. In other words, we assume
the trajectory of the PIC results is towards the correct answer (also see sec-
tion 7.2.1). In case the application domain is forgiving enough, it can utilize
the computed values, making PIC a suitable choice. Furthermore, even if the
application domain requires accurate answers (that result from the original
algorithms), we can still benet from PIC as a pre-conditioner. Basically, we
can let PIC quickly reach its nal accuracy level, and then switch back to
the original algorithm. But now we can use the results computed from the
PIC run as initial values for the original algorithm. From our experimental
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results, we see that this hybrid approach can still drastically out-perform a
regular iterative implementation.
Preconditioners are frequently used to prime dierential equation solvers,
and are otherwise known as domain decomposition methods. In the rest of
this document, we will consider PIC as a method based on additive Schwarz
preconditioners.
Trajectory of Accuracy
The nal aspect of the accuracy issue considers the trajectory of the results
created by PIC. In other words, how do we know that an algorithm imple-
mented in PIC will not diverge or create drastically dierent results. The
rest of this document addresses this issue.
7.2.2 Applicability of Domain Decomposition Analysis
Techniques to PIC
Domain decomposition methods have received a great deal of attention lately.
These techniques are designed for dierential equations, and rely on the fact
that the computation pattern of the problem domain is local, or more pre-
cisely stencil-based. To compute the value of the target function (described
by the dierence equations) at each point of a grid, the algorithm only needs
to know the values of its neighbors. The order of the dierential equations
dictates how many layers of neighbors information are required. For instance,
a dierential equation of order one requires only the immediate neighbors of
a certain point. An order of two equation requires the values of neighboring
nodes and their neighbors.
Domain decomposition methods rst partition the grid into separate do-
mains and then solve the numerical dierence equations in each domain sep-
arately. A domain decomposition method can choose to compensate for
the boundary values of the partitions after each iterations (as multiplicative
Schwarz methods do), or they may ignore them (as additive Schwarz meth-
ods do) [56, 57]. In either case, the trajectory of the solutions is convergent
towards the correct solution (also see Section 7.2.3.)
As mentioned, the reason domain decomposition techniques are successful
is that the computations within each partition (or domain) is truly local. This
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data locality can be represented in a tridiagonal dependency matrix [58] for
dierential equations of order one. Higher order dierential equations can be
modeled with Block tridiagonal matrices.
Additive Schwarz methods basically treat the block tridiagonal matrix as
if it was a block diagonal matrix, ignoring the dependencies among dierent
blocks. For a computational problem to be a suitable match for implemen-
tation in PIC, it should have similar dependency patterns.
A computational problem with a high degree of dependence among the
data elements is not a good match for PIC (after all PIC stands for par-
titioned iterative convergence). However, many application domains have
the nearly-uncoupled property (please refer to Chapter 9.3 for related ref-
erences). Whenever a computational problem has such tendencies it is a
potential match for implementation in PIC. Furthermore, if the application
has a forgiving nature, we can increase the nearly-uncoupled property by
temporarily ignoring some of the dependencies (using the local iterations
mechanism).
As an example, consider the PageRank algorithm. In a parallel implemen-
tation, each node requires information from the adjacent nodes and edges
for the computation. If the web was a complete graph with n:n 1
2
edges it
would not be a good match for PIC implementation. Fortunately the web
graph is typically local, and by properly partitioning it (for example using
the METIS package), the connectivity matrix of the graph becomes nearly
uncoupled.
Similar arguments apply to the K-means clustering. The impact of far-
away points on a centroid is much smaller than the impact of close points to
that centroid. As such, a rough rst-pass partitioning can ensure that each
sub-problem mostly relies on the points inside that partition.
The image smoothing algorithm is stencil based and clearly the dependen-
cies are local. In the case of the linear system of equations, the weak diagonal
dominant matrix of the equations guarantees the nearly-uncoupled property.
In fact, the weak diagonal dominance property is powerful enough to ensure
even asynchronous convergence [43, pp. 10{15].
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7.2.3 Conditions for Convergence of PIC
PIC as an Additive Schwarz Preconditioner
We start by showing that a regular MapReduce implementation of an itera-
tive algorithm (called baseline from here on) is equivalent to a block-Jackobi
preconditioner. In a baseline implementation the input dataset is partitioned
into HDFS-dened chunks, then the map() function is applied on each input
record within a chunk on one cluster node. The intermediate results from the
application of map() function are then all gathered before being passed to
the local combiner function. As such, since the information used in the com-
biner are all from the previous iteration and none of them are updated, the
information ow is similar to a Jacobi iteration (as opposed to a Gaus-Seidel
iteration where the result of each map() would impact the values used in the
other map() functions). The partitioning of data by HDFS resembles the
block aspect of the block-Jacobi method. In turn, a block-Jacobi operator is
equivalent to a simple form of additive Schwarz operator where there is no
overlap in the partitions [57].





where each Pi is an orthogonal projection onto the sub-space spanned by the
elements in the sub-problem i [57]. Formally:






where A represents (in matrix form) the mathematical operation happing
in each iteration (y = Ax), Ri is the restriction operator from the original
problem into a sub-problem (and is merely a formalization of the partition-
ing process in PIC), and RTi the interpolation represents mapping the sub-
results back into the main problem space (and is the formalization of the
merge operator in PIC). The matrix Bi in eect restricts the problem to one
sub-domain, solves the problem locally in that sub-domain and generates a
local correction vector, and nally extends the correction back to the entire
domain [57].
We would like to emphasize again that the Ri and Ri
T matrices are never
formed in practice; they are simply introduced to express several dierent
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types of partitioning and merging in a similar concise manner [57]. In imple-
mentation it is often convenient to represent Ri as an integer array containing
the global sub-domain membership of each data element.
Since Pi is an orthogonal projection, the local correction vector
ei = Pie = Bi(f   Aun) has a most attractive property: It is the closest
vector to e in the sub-space spanned by the members of Pi.
Thus, the basic additive Schwarz method operates by projecting the error
simultaneously on the sub-spaces Vi, and uses these projections as local cor-
rections to the approximate solution in each iteration. Similarly, PIC nds
the local correction vector (ei = Pie) multiple times. This can be written as:
ei = P
PIC
i e = PiPiPi:::Pie = P
k
i e






Sucient Conditions for the Stability of an Additive Schwarz
Preconditioner
We start by assuming the baseline algorithm itself has convergence guar-
antees. If a set of conditions are sucient for convergence of an additive
Schwarz preconditioner, they are also sucient for convergence of the block-
Jacobi schemes, and in turn sucient conditions for the convergence of the
baseline algorithm.
As such, we can safely assume that the baseline algorithm being targeted
for PIC implementation has sucient conditions that ensure its convergence,
specically the sucient conditions for the convergence of additive Schwarz
preconditioners. We use the set of sucient conditions presented in [56] for
this analysis.
The following three conditions are sucient for an additive Schwarz pre-
conditioner to be convergent [57, 56]. These three conditions identify the
amount of interaction of the sub-spaces (or sub-problems) and the approxi-
mation properties of the iterative operations.
1. Stable Decomposition: this condition is simply satised if there ex-
ists a decomposition of the problem space, such that composition of
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the decomposed sub-problems can successfully represent the original
problem.
2. Strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality: This condition puts a bound
on the orthogonality of the sub-spaces.
3. Local Stability: Ensures that the local operators are coercive and gives
a measure of the approximation properties of the iterative operators.
In the next three subsections, we start from the assumption that the base-
line implementation is an additive Schwarz preconditioner that satises a
certain convergence property, and we show that implementation of that al-
gorithm in PIC results in another additive Schwarz operator that converges
to the same answer and has a convergence rate that relates to the baseline
algorithm. We would like to urge the interested reviewer to consider the
following material in the context of the abstract theory of Schwarz methods,
specically pages 35-46 of [56].
Stable Decomposition
Both the stable decomposition condition and the strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality condition (in the next section) are mostly independent of the choice
of the preconditioner function. Instead, they impose limits on the partition-
ing function.
The stable decomposition condition simply ensures that the sub-spaces are
able to represent all the elements in the problem input space. Formally, there




Tui; fui 2 Vi; 0  i  Pg
that satises the following conditionPP
i=0 eai(ui; ui)  C02a(u; u)
The C0 parameter puts a lower bound on the eigenvalues of an additive
Schwarz method.
In PIC, this condition clearly holds. The left-hand side of the inequality
corresponds to merging of the results related to a certain data point across the
partitions, while the right-hand side refers to the application of the baseline
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operator on that data item. If the partitioning was performed such that one
data item would be split across more than one sub-problem, this could be
an issue to consider. However, in PIC the default partitioners divide the
input data points such that each point belongs to at most one sub-problem.
Formally, if the input element u is placed in partition k we have the following:
eai(ui; ui) = 0 8 i; i 6= k
)PPi=0 eai(ui; ui) = ea(uk; uk)
The condition then boils down to
9C0 j eak(uk; uk)  C02a(u; u)
Therefore, we only need to ensure that none of the local solvers create
a value at the end of their local iterations that is innitely larger than the
baseline. In PIC and using the default partitioners, C0 = 1.
Strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality
The strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz condition puts a bound on the interde-
pendence of the sub-problems. This condition results in a matrix , whose
elements enumerate the interdependence of any two sub-problems. As a re-
sult, the spectral radius of this matrix will appear in an upper bound for the
largest eigenvalue of an additive Schwarz preconditioner, which in turn puts
a bound on the condition number and convergence rate of the preconditioner.
Formally, there exist constants ij (elements of the inter-dependence matrix
), where
0  ij  1; 1  i; j  P ,
where P is the number of partitions, and
ja(RiTui; RjTuj)j  ija(RiTui; RiTui)1=2a(RjTuj; RjTuj)1=2,
for ui 2 Vi and uj 2 Vj. The spectral radius of the inter-dependence matrix
 is denoted by ().
If two sub-problems Vi and Vj are completely dependent on each other, the
strengthened Cauchy-Schwarz inequality reverts back to the trivial case of
the regular Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. If this is the case for all i and j, we
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have () = P , which would give a poor upper bound and convergence rate.
On the other hand, the best bound is achieved for completely orthogonal
sub-spaces fRiTViTg (e.g. block diagonal matrices), in which case ij = 0 for
i 6= j and () = 1.
In reality, 1  ()  P . If the sub-problems have small amounts of inter-
dependence on each other, the () will be closer to 1. As mentioned earlier,
PIC is designed to target problems that can be successfully partitioned. A
block diagonal matrix ensures () = 1. A block tridiagonal matrix has a
() much closer to 1 than N. In any case, the natural decomposability of
the problems targeted by PIC (or other additive Schwarz preconditioners)
ensures a proper value of ().
Local Stability
The last assumption is related to the stability of local operators. Basically
we need to nd a lower bound (!) on the required scaling factor of the local
solutions to ensure that for any data point the scaled result will be larger
than the original solver. Formally, we need to show that:
9! 2 [1; 2) j a(RiTui; RiTui)  !:ea(ui; ui); ui 2 Vi ; 0  i  P
where Ri
T is the interpolation operator, a(:; :) is a symmetric, positive def-
inite bilinear form representing the computation, ea(:; :) represents the local
computations, Vi is a sub-problem and P is the number of sub-problems. In
theory if exact local solvers are used, i.e. if ai(:; :) = a(:; :), then ! = 1.
However, the local computations are not exact for two reasons:
 We have omitted the impact of some input points that lie outside a
partition.
 Over-tightening of the local solutions can result in over-strengthened
local solutions and slower global convergence; therefore, we usually do
not run the local solvers until local convergence.
For these reasons the local computations are represented by ea(:; :) instead.
As mentioned earlier, PIC is equivalent to the baseline if it is run for only
1 local iteration (and keeping the partitioning and merging phases). In this
case, PIC is completely equivalent to an additive Schwarz method, and we
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can assume the local stability assumption holds for it. In other words, there
exists an ! 2 [1; 2) which satises the stability condition. We will now look
at what happens when the number of local iterations is increased to k:
a(Ri
Tui; Ri




k  !k:ea(ui; ui)k (EQ. 1)
The bilinear form is positive denite, so the inequality can be raised to the
power of k. This is equivalent to application of each computation k times.
The left-hand side represents k iterations of the baseline algorithm, while the
right-hand side represents k local iterations.









where A is the stiness matrix associated with the bilinear form a(:; :), rep-













Note that u and uT are one-dimensional vectors; therefore, their multipli-
cation results in a real number , representing the dot product of the input






= k 1(uTRiARiTRiARiTRiARiT ::: RiARiTu) (k times)
As mentioned earlier, the restriction and interpolation operators (Ri and
Ri
T ) are just formalizations of the partition and merge functions. We can
assume the partitioning and merging operations by themselves are lossless;
i.e., running one after another represents a round of partitioning and merging
that cancel each other out with no eect on the computations. Therefore,
we set Ri
TRi = 1 and get the following:
= k 1(uTRiAAA ::: ARiTu) (k times)
= k 1(uTRiAkRiTu)
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Therefore, the left hand side of EQ. 1 is shown to be a scaled version of the
regular baseline with k.
Now we work on the right side of the EQ. 1, using the local stiness matrix
representation eAi:
!k:ea(ui; ui)k = !k:(uiT eAiui)k
= !k:(ui
T eAiuiuiT eAiuiuiT eAiui:::uiT eAiui) (k times)
Note that ui and ui
T are one-dimensional vectors; therefore, their multipli-
cation results is a real numbers i, representing the dot product of ui with
itself or the squared length of the partitioned input vector:
= !k:i
k 1(uiT eAi eAi eAi::: eAiui) (k times)
which is the denition of the PIC additive Schwarz preconditioner. Replacing
the left and right-hand sides back in EQ. 1, we get:
k 1a0(RiTu;RiTu)  !k:ik 1aiP IC(ui; ui)
where a0(:; :) represents k baseline iterations. Therefore:
a0(RiTu;RiTu)  (!:i )k 1!aiP IC(ui; ui)
As a result, compared to k iterations of the baseline, the PIC precondi-
tioner with k local iterations in the i0th subproblem has a scaling factor of
(!:i

)k 1 in its local stability condition (which also veries our assumption
that in case of only 1 local iteration, PIC and baseline have the same local
stability). To arrive at the scaling factor that the PIC method imposes on
top of the baseline convergence rate, we can replace local i with the maxi-
mum of i's, which we denote by  = max(i);8i. Note that as mentioned
earlier,  represents the length of the input vector u and i (and in turn )
represent the length of the partitioned local input vectorui. Therefore, the
ratio of 

is a number between 0 and 1. The more we partition a problem,
the smaller this ratio will get, and as one can expect, the rate of convergence
will become slower.
As a nal step, to be able to use the condition number formula of an
additive Schwarz preconditioner [56, 57] we need to nd a scaling factor that
is comparable to one iteration of the baseline. Therefore, we have to use the










in the following formula to compute the condition number of the PIC com-
pared to the baseline. In general, the condition number of an additive
Schwarz preconditioner satises [57, 56]:
(Pad)  C02!(() + 1)
Therefore, the condition number of the PIC method, using the parameters
computed so far, is as follows:
(Pad)  C02(!: )
k 1
k !(() + 1) 
7.2.4 Conclusions
Through this document a few major insights have become clear.
 In the problems that PIC targets, the interdependency matrix should
have a semi-block-tridiagonal matrix. The amount of discrepancy be-
tween the PIC solution and the baseline depends on the impact of the
triangular blocks between the major blocks.
 The previous insight can be quantied by the matrix from the strength-
ened Cauchy-Schwarz inequality condition. (), representing the largest
eigenvalue of the  matrix, puts a bound on the \decomposability" of
the problem and the quality of the partitioning function at the same
time.
 Compared to the baseline algorithm's convergence rate, the PIC imple-
mentations converge to the same answer with a scaling factor in their




k . Therefore the con-
vergence rate decrease is proportional to a function of the number of
local iterations, the convergence power of the algorithm represented by







In this implementation, we use standard POSIX threads to compute the
option price on an dual quad-core Intel E5410 2.33 GHz machine with 4 GB
memory. To do so, we apply a four-step process:
1. Generate a pool of sample points for evaluation.
2. Break the pool of sample points into n sub-pools, one for each thread.
3. Each thread evaluates the Black Scholes formula over all the sample
points.
4. Mathematically, we average the means and sum the variances to com-
pute the overall mean and standard deviation of the equal-sized buck-
ets.
One issue encountered for this implementation was the use of the standard
C-library rand() function because the function is not re-entrant and thus
locking is required to maintain state consistency. Instead, we use the re-
entrant rand r() function to avoid contention issues.
Figure 8.1 depicts the performance of the threaded version of Black Sc-
holes. We simulate the single-threaded version of the program by simply
running the algorithm with a single thread. In each case, the map portion
dominates the computation while the reduce accounts for less than one per-
cent of the total execution time.
The performance improves nearly linearly until four cores are used and then





















Figure 8.1: Threaded execution performance.
the performance increases start to taper o. We suspect that this is due to
the hardware organization of our machine which has four cores per processor.
Running the other processor is likely to diminish our returns since the L2
caches are not shared. Furthermore, there are anomalous points at eight and
16 threads. Since our machines are hyper-threaded, it is not surprising to
see that the CPUs perform best at 16 threads since that is the number of
virtual threads available. Past that point, however, the thread scheduling
contention severely limits further performance gains.
To explain the anomaly at eight threads, we created CPU usages graphs
depicted in Figures 8.2 and 8.3. It is clearly evident that the processor
is not fully utilized in the seven thread case, and perhaps it is waiting on
memory fetches. However, in the eight thread case, the processor is running
at full steam. The bottleneck in one case is the physical limitation of the
processor where all threads run in synchrony in the eight thread case while
the seven thread case has some dispersion.
Figure 8.2: Seven thread CPU graph.
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Figure 8.3: Eight thread CPU graph.
8.1.2 Phoenix Implementation
Phoenix [59] is a MapReduce framework for multicore/multiprocessor ma-
chines. MapReduce takes a set of inputs, splits it into batches, then pro-
cesses each input using a mapper. The mapper then emits key value pairs
into intermediate storage and the reduce function then sorts all key value
pairs and runs each pair with identical keys into a reducer. At the end of
the process, a result is emitted. In Phoenix, as in Hadoop (discussed in the
next section), the splitter rst breaks up the batch of sample points over n
mappers. Each mapper then evaluates the sampling function at each sample
point and collects these intermediate outputs into a key value pair as per the
MapReduce framework. The reducers then take the intermediate outputs
and process them into the nal output.
In our implementation, we use the same dual quad-core machine and vary
the number of mappers. In this case, however, each mapper generates the
sample points independently rather than reading from an input le, as our
implementation is processor intensive rather than I/O intensive. Therefore,
we made the conscious choice to generate the sample points at each map-
per rather than incur the I/O costs related to reading the inputs from a
mechanical disk.
Figure 8.4 shows the performance of the Phoenix engine plateauing as
early as four cores and doubling the processing power seems to have dimin-
ishing returns. Nonetheless, the single-threaded version of Black Scholes on
Phoenix runs slightly faster than our single threaded version of Black Scholes,
probably due to the use of multiple threads in the runtime. Phoenix outper-
forms the multithreaded implementation with two to four cores where both





















Figure 8.4: Phoenix performance.
multithreaded implementation by about 100 seconds. Presumably, this may
be due to the extra parallelism in the MapReduce version of the algorithm.
8.1.3 Hadoop
We implemented Black Scholes on Hadoop (0.19) and ran it on our 496
core (62 nodes) Hadoop cluster.1 In our design, each mapper is responsi-
ble for generating random sample points and evaluating the sampling func-
tion at each point. Upon completion, each mapper outputs two (key; value)
pairs as intermediate output: (0; sumV alues) and (1; sumSquaresV alues).
We use the Combiner optimization mentioned in [20], in which we per-
form local reductions on each node and then emit (0; sumLocalV alues) and
(1; sumSquaresLocalV alue). In the end, we use a single reducer to com-
pute the mean and standard deviation over all the evaluated sample points.
However, we did not aggressively optimize the implementation.
The cloud conguration dictates 4 mappers and 4 reducers per node. Each
node is a dual quad core with 8 GB of RAM and 292GB of disk space. We
run the MapReduce program with 32, 64, 128, 248 and 256 mappers. In each
experiment, we perform a total of 4 billion iterations of the Black Scholes
algorithm. We observed an increase in the run time when the number of
mappers increases from 248 to 256 due to the increase in the overhead of the
Hadoop framework and when there are more map tasks than the number of
























Black Scholes on 62 Hadoop nodes
Figure 8.5: Hadoop performance.
8.1.4 CUDA Implementation
We also implemented the same Black Scholes calculations on NVIDIA's
CUDA [53] general purpose GPU architecture. Rather than using the MARS [60]
GPU MapReduce framework, we opted to design our system directly using
NVIDIA's framework because it aorded us more control over execution.
To ensure a fair comparison, we followed the MapReduce model introduced
throughout this paper, where each computing element performs a single Black
Scholes calculation in the Map phase. As mentioned earlier in the paper,
the required random numbers are created in the GPU using a Niederreiter
quasirandom generator [38].
We ran our experiments on two dierent NVIDIA GPUs. The rst card is
a 9800 GX2 with 2 GPU chips onboard, each having 128 processing elements
running on a core clock of 600 MHz, and 512 MBytes of 256-bit bus GDDR3
for each chip. The second GPU card is a Quadro FX570 with 16 processing
elements running on a core clock of 460 MHz and sporting 256 MBytes of
128 bit DDR2 RAM. The reduction is also programmed to run in the GPU
using a binary tree reduction approach.
The rst experiment was run on the 9800 GX2. We ran the Black Scholes
computation for 4 billion iterations. Since such an array would be larger
than the physical memory of our cards, we split the data set into smaller
segments, and ran them in sequence. Each segment processes a data set of
64 MBytes, which counting for additional intermediate arrays takes less than
512 MBytes of memory and therefore ts in our GPU card memory. In total,
the experiment ran for 24.51 seconds where the map stage nished in 8.34


















Black Scholes on CUDA
Reduce
Map
Figure 8.6: CUDA performance on two dierent NVIDIA GPUs.
inherent in CUDA, the map nishes in a short amount of time while the
reduce was inherently less parallel. This is a stark contrast to the multi-core
experiments, where the map stage took the majority of run-time. For the
Quadro 570 with 16 cores, we reduce the size of the immediate array to 16
MBytes to match the size of the video memory. In this conguration, the
total runtime is 245.77 seconds, where the map consumed 108.18 seconds and
reduce took 137.59 seconds. The results are shown in Figure 8.6.
8.1.5 MITHRA
MITHRA combines the benets of Hadoop's distributed computing with
CUDA's raw processing power. Our technique requires no change to the
Hadoop scheduler or any part of its core. Hadoop streaming [61] allows pro-
grammers to specify native binaries as mappers and reducers. Our mapper is
a native Linux process which utilizes the unmodied NVIDIA CUDA version
of Black Scholes mentioned earlier. Each node then utilizes the full power of
its GPUs and performs the mapping process at full steam. Once the map-
pers complete, the local reducers (like the combiner optimization in Hadoop)
begin to process the aggregate results using the binary tree reduction op-
timization. These intermediate values are then passed through the Hadoop
framework to a single reducer which performs the nal computation of means
and standard deviation over all the evaluated sample points. As shown in
Figure 8.7, we perform four experiments that vary the number of GPUs used
running a total of 4 billion iterations of the Black-Scholes algorithm. In the
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CUDA computation
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Figure 8.7: Mithra performance.
card is utilized. The Hadoop overhead is estimated by using an identity
mapper and an identity reducer, which shows the amount of time taken by
the Hadoop framework to fetch the inputs, start the program and write the
output. Since the 9800 GX2 cards are actually 2 cards in one package (they
even have two separate PCBs), and since most of the computation of both
Map and Reduce are performed in GPUs, in the next experiment we utilize
these 2 GPUs on the same machine. Our assumption here is that since the
host CPU is not involved in either Map or Reduce, we can treat each phys-
ical host as two nodes of the Mithra cluster. Of course Hadoop has its own
overhead, therefore this results in slower completion than if a single GPU is
used on 2 machines (shown as 2*). Finally, we run our experiment utilizing
both the CUDA cards on both machines.
Comparing the result with those of Hadoop, we see that a MITHRA clus-
ter of 4 nodes runs the total computation in 14.4 seconds, while the Hadoop
cluster takes 59 seconds. This means that for each node, the MITHRA
architecture has (59s  4map  62nodes)=(14:4s  4GPUs) = 254 times perfor-
mance improvement.
8.2 PIC Experimental Results
In this section, we report the results of executing ve applications using PIC
on three clusters of dierent sizes - a small research cluster, a medium sized
production cluster and a large virtual cluster hosted on Amazon's Elastic
MapReduce service. Section 8.2.1 describes the experimental setup in detail.
The speedup of PIC implementations compared to the baseline IC imple-
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mentations (which already employ known optimizations such as combiners,
and elimination of repeated initialization overheads and input reads) are re-
ported in Sections 8.2.2 and 8.2.3. In Section 8.2.4 we present insights into
the speedups obtained by PIC. We show that the amount of communication
trac on the cluster interconnect due to MapReduce intermediate data and
model updates are signicantly reduced over the baseline implementations.
8.2.1 Experimental Setup
We have implemented the PIC library on top of the Apache Hadoop frame-
work [21]. We ported conventional IC implementations of ve applications
(K-means clustering, PageRank, neural network training, linear equation
solver, and image smoothing) into PIC. We compare IC (our baseline im-
plementation, which was developed using Hadoop directly without PIC) and
the PIC implementations. We ran experiments on three dierent clusters,
which we refer to as small, medium and large, to demonstrate the use of the
PIC library, and the benets that accrue by using PIC at dierent cluster
scales. The small cluster is a 6-node research testbed that uses Gigabit Eth-
ernet as the cluster interconnect. Each node has two quad-core E5520 Xeon
processors running at 2.27GHz (8 physical cores and hyper-threading sup-
port), with 48 GB of RAM. From Hadoop's point of view there are a total
of 24 map and 24 reduce task slots on this cluster. The medium testbed is
a 64-node shared production cluster. Each node has two quad-core E5430
Xeon processors running at 2.66GHz, with 16 GB of RAM. The medium
cluster occupies 6 racks, and the nodes are connected to each other by using
a Gigabit Ethernet switch. We used 330 map and 110 reduce task slots.
Finally, the large testbed consists of 256 Amazon Elastic MapReduce extra
large instances. Each instance has 15 GB of memory and 8 EC2 Compute
Units (4 virtual cores with 2 EC2 Compute Units each).
Although recent proposals [10, 12, 11] have managed to reduce the over-
heads for repeatedly launching Map and Reduce tasks in each iteration, these
optimizations are not yet available in Hadoop. Therefore, we took the fol-
lowing approach in order to remove the eect of these optimizations before
evaluating PIC. We recorded the number of iterations that the baseline al-
gorithm executed. We then ran a program that looped for the same number
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of iterations, and in each iteration created a MapReduce job that reads the
input data but does not perform any processing. The execution time of
this job was subtracted from the baseline to account for the performance
improvements from elimination of repeated job initialization and repeated
input reads.
8.2.2 Speedups
Figure 8.8 shows the speedup experienced in the small cluster for three dif-
ferent applications: K-means, PageRank and linear equation solver. The
K-means experiment was designed to cluster 5 million points into 100 clus-
ters. The IC implementation of the PageRank algorithm was taken from the
Nutch open source search engine (version 1.1). The Nutch implementation
considers the results of the PageRank acceptable after 10 iterations. As the
input web graph, we use the wikipedia.org website that contains 1.8 million
documents. To implement the PageRank algorithm using PIC, our partition-
ing function randomly divides the web graph into 18 partitions, each having
about 100,000 vertices. The cross-edges between partitions are also grouped
into 182 = 324 sets. For the linear equation solver, we used an example of a
linear system of 100 variables with a weakly diagonal dominant matrix. In
each case, the problem size was chosen to ensure that the baseline execution
took about 1 hour on the cluster (for practical reasons). Such a large time
window was chosen to minimize the impact of Hadoop job starting and n-
ishing overhead (which is in the order of seconds). The results presented in
Figure 8.8 show that PIC results in 2.5X-4X performance improvement over
the baseline IC implementations.
Figure 8.9 shows the speedups for a medium sized cluster (64 nodes) for
K-means, neural network training, and image smoothing. This time, a larger
data set was used for the K-means experiment, namely 10 million points
distributed in a 3-dimensional space. The neural network training application
used a dataset of about 210,000 optical character recognition (OCR) training
vectors. Finally a large 40 megapixel image was used as the dataset for the
image smoother. Once again, the problem sizes were chosen such that the
baseline execution took about one hour. We see that PIC still manages to
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Figure 8.8: Performance of PIC and baseline IC on a small (6 node) cluster
4X.
The dataset sizes of the K-means and neural network training were in-
creased when moving from the small cluster into the medium sized cluster.
The main reason for this was to both ensure that there is enough work to
utilize the whole cluster fully. These results demonstrate weak scalability of
the PIC library.
8.2.3 Speedup: Strong Scaling on Large Clusters
To measure the impact of PIC on strong scalability, we performed experi-
ments on Amazon Elastic MapReduce using 256 extra large instances (256
nodes, 8 cores each). In these experiments, the dataset size was xed, while
we scaled the number of nodes from 64 to 128 to 192 and nally to 256 nodes.
Figure 8.10 shows the results of our experiments for the image smoothing ap-
plication, shows that, for up to 256 nodes, the speedups of PIC over the base-
line implementation are maintained. Furthermore, we can conclude that the
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Figure 8.10: Strong scalability of the PIC speedup over IC baseline for the
image smoothing application. The horizontal axis shows the number of
computing nodes (each node has 8 processing cores) and the vertical axis
shows the speedup of PIC vs. baseline IC.
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Table 8.1: Iterations required for IC and PIC implementation of K-Means
DataSet Size 0.5M 5M 50M 500M
Baseline IC Iterations 32 32 31 31
Global Iterations (PIC) 5 4 3 3
Local Iterations (PIC) 34 3 3 2 2 34 3 2 2 33 2 2 33 2 2
8.2.4 Analysis of Speedups
The speedups obtained by PIC in practice are due to two key factors: (i) in
the best-eort phase the number of best-eort iterations is very small (rela-
tive to the number of iterations executed by a conventional implementation).
This is critical since cluster-wide communication is incurred once per best-
eort iteration. (ii) The number of iterations executed in the top-o phase
is also small. In this section, we present data to quantitatively demonstrate
these factors.
For K-means, Table 8.1 shows the number of best-eort iterations and
the number of local iterations required in each best-eort iteration. Note
that, except for the rst best-eort iteration, only 2-3 local iterations are
necessary in any best-eort iteration. Similar results were observed for all
other applications.
Table 8.2: Breakdown of data read or generated during K-means clustering
of 500 million points
1 Baseline It. (IC) Total Baseline (IC) Total PIC
Intermediate data 9.21 GB 285.68 GB 80.9 KB
Model updates 30 KB 959.03 KB 92.23 KB
Table 8.2 shows the volume of intermediate data (mapper output) and
model updates in the K-means application while clustering 500 million data
points using the IC and PIC schemes on the small cluster (6 nodes, 8 proces-
sors each). The rst column shows the breakdown for a single iteration of the
baseline IC implementation. The second column shows the cumulative results
for all the iterations required by the IC implementation. The third column
corresponds to the PIC implementation. We can clearly see that the PIC im-
plementation drastically reduces intermediate data and model updates. This
disparity is in spite of the fact that all our baseline implementations utilize
combiner optimizations.




















































































































































































PIC Vs IC for Neural Network training using Backpropagation
IC
PIC
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 8.11: Accuracy of results vs. time for (a) neural network training,
(b) K-means clustering and (c) solving a system of linear equations.
is a primary contributing factor to the speedups achieved by PIC. Since
communication only becomes a more severe bottleneck for larger clusters, we
believe that the benets of PIC will be sustained if not enhanced with an
increase in cluster size.
8.2.5 Eectiveness of PIC's Best-Eort Phase
The performance improvements obtained by PIC are in large part due to
the eectiveness of the best-eort phase in computing a high-quality model,
and the fact that it does so in a much shorter time than the original IC
computation itself. For all our applications, we observed that the results
produced by the best-eort phase are very close in quality to the nal solution
(in some cases, even identical), necessitating very few iterations in the top-o
phase.
In this section we empirically evaluate the quality of the model generated
by PIC's best-eort phase by comparing it to the results of the baseline IC
implementation. We also briey mention some analytical insights to explain
our results. As a special case, we show that when the computations in an
iteration are linear and the problem has the \nearly uncoupled" property,
the best-eort phase of PIC can be analytically shown to converge to the
same solution as the baseline IC implementation.
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8.2.6 Error vs. Time
To illustrate the eectiveness of the best-eort phase, we evaluated the er-
ror of the models computed in each best-eort iteration, and plotted error
vs. time at which each best-eort iteration completes. We compare these
trajectories to the ones obtained from conventional IC implementations.
We note that the denition of quality or error is application-specic, there-
fore we consider each application separately.
For neural network training, the error was evaluated during training by
applying the model to a validation data set and measuring the fraction of
data points that are mis-classied (model error). Figure 8.11(a) shows the
trajectory of the model error vs. time for the neural network training algo-
rithm. The gure shows that the PIC implementation manages to reach a
model error that is virtually identical to what the baseline implementation
eventually achieves, but in less than a quarter of the time.
For K-means clustering, we computed the nal solution (centroids) pro-
duced by a sequential implementation and used the distance to this reference
solution as the error metric. Figure 8.11(b) plots the centroid displacement
from iteration to iteration in the best-eort phase of PIC as well as the base-
line implementation. Again, we see that the centroids converge much faster
in the best-eort phase of PIC.
We also used the Jagota index [62], a popular metric to evaluate the quality
of clustering algorithms, to compare the model computed by the best-eort
phase of PIC with the model computed by the original IC implementation.
The Jagota index measures the tightness or homogeneity of points within the









where d(x; i) is the distance between a point x and the centroid i that it
belongs to, and jCij is the number of points in the i-th cluster. The results for
two data sets, shown in Table 8.3, suggest that the best-eort phase of PIC is
able to produce a solution that is within 3% of the quality of the baseline IC
implementation, enabling the top-o phase to terminate in a small number
of iterations.
For the system of linear equations, there exists a unique golden solution.
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Table 8.3: Quality of best-eort phase of PIC in terms of Jagota index
(K-means)
Dataset 1 Dataset 2
IC K-means 2.109 2.146
PIC BE Phase K-means 2.112 2.205
Dierence(%) 0.14% 2.75%
We use the distance to this solution as the error metric, and plot error vs.
time for the best-eort phase of PIC and the conventional IC implementation
in Figure 8.11(c). Again, we see that the best-eort phase of PIC produces
comparable quality to the conventional IC implementation in one-third the
time.
Similar accuracy results were obtained for the other case studies, validat-
ing our hypothesis that the best-eort phase of PIC is eective in generating
a high-quality model in a much shorter time than conventional IC implemen-
tations.
8.2.7 Analysis as a Preconditioner
We provide some analytical insights to explain the eectiveness of the best-
eort phase of PIC. In other words: How can we know that an algorithm
implemented in PIC's best-eort phase will not diverge or create drastically
dierent results than the baseline?
In Section 7.2 we detailed a mathematical framework by drawing an anal-
ogy between the best-eort phase of PIC for the case of algorithms that
perform linear computations in each iteration (e.g., PageRank, linear equa-
tion solver, image smoothing) and additive Schwarz preconditioners from
the eld of domain Decomposition. Without repeating the analysis in this
section, we summarize the key insights.
We believe that the eectiveness of the best-eort phase of PIC is explained
by the nature of applications that PIC targets, namely applications that are
nearly uncoupled. The dependency patterns of such applications can be
approximated using nearly block diagonal matrices, as depicted in Figure
8.12.
Additive Schwarz preconditioners deal with similar problems. Note that
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Figure 8.12: The ideal dependency matrix of an application that PIC can
successfully target. The dependency between dierent partitions, shown by
ij; i 6= j, should be minimal (symbolized by 0) for PIC to be eective.
tionally used), the stencil based computation ensures the desired dependency
patterns. However, stencil based algorithms are not the only algorithms with
the desired dependency patterns.
As an example, consider the PageRank algorithm. In a parallel implemen-
tation, each node requires information from the adjacent nodes and edges
for the computation. If the web was a complete graph with n:n 1
2
edges it
would not be a good match for PIC implementation. Fortunately the web
graph is typically local, and by properly partitioning it (for example using
the METIS package), the connectivity matrix of the graph becomes nearly
uncoupled.
Similar arguments apply to the K-means clustering. The impact of far-
away points on a centroid is much smaller than the impact of close points to
that centroid. As such, a rough rst-pass partitioning can ensure that each
sub-problem mostly relies on the points inside that partition.
The image smoothing algorithm is stencil based and clearly the dependen-
cies are local. In the case of the linear system of equations, a weak diago-
nal dominant matrix property guarantees the nearly-uncoupled property. In
fact, the weak diagonal dominance property is powerful enough to ensure
even asynchronous convergence [43].
Section 7.2 shows that convergence rate of the best-eort phase can be










is the ratio of the maximum length of input partitioned vectors to
the length of the unpartitioned vector. ! is a measure of the converging
power of the iterative function, and can be derived from the \local stability"
condition introduced in section 7.2, and k is the number of local iterations.
It is evident that more partitions translate to a slower convergence rate in
the best-eort phase, but as we have seen earlier, the increased locality in
the problems allows much faster local iterations by reducing network trac,
and performing computations locally.
8.3 Loop Maximizing
The baseline system has an Intel(R) Core i7 920 quad-core CPU with a clock
frequency of 2.67GHz, a 8MB L3 cache and hyperthreading support (it is
represented with 8 virtual cores to the operating system). The GPU used
was the NVIDIA(R) GeForce GTX 275 with 895MB of global memory. Our
baseline program uses OpenMP to utilize multi-core CPUs, and in all of our
experiments the baseline is compiled with -O3 optimization level.
A range of input data sizes was utilized in this experiment to show the
impact of the number of sequences to be aligned on the speedup. The data
line in Figure 8.13 labeled as \GPU Registers" shows the speedup of the
GPU algorithm with the loop maximizing transformation applied compared
to the baseline multi-threaded implementation running on the testbed system
(8 hyper threaded cores). The results show a speedup of up to 9.3 times
compared to the optimized (compiled with -O3 option) multi-threaded imple-
mentation on a quad-core CPU for 12582720 input pairs. The multi threaded
CPU implementation takes about 65 seconds to nish aligning the 12582720
input pairs, while our GPU implementation goes through them in only 6.95
seconds.
As can be seen from Figure 8.13, the speedup of our GPU algorithm in-
creases as the input size (number of pairs to be compared) increases. This
eect is not consistent for the CPU. This can be attributed due to the fact
that for smaller number of sequences, all the sequences t in the cache of
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Figure 8.13: Speedup of our proposed algorithm implemented in a GPU
compared to an optimized multi-threaded implementation in a quad-core
CPU. Three versions of the GPU implementation are depicted above. At
the largest input data set of over 12 million pairs, our shared memory
algorithm runs 9.3 times faster.
threshold, the CPU starts incurring cache misses and hence the performance
decreases. The increase in the number of sequences does not aect the time
taken by the GPU to process the genes which, has a linear relationship with
the number of sequences. This is because the GPU implementation keeps
all the sequences to be aligned in the global memory and accesses them in
a coalesced manner. The rest of the calculation (the Needleman Wunsch
matrix calculation and the backtracing) are all done in the shared memory
and the per-thread memory (registers). This calculation is independent of
the number of sequences and hence does not aect the GPU performance
like it does the CPU performance.
Please note that the achieved speedup is gained by allowing the GPU to
run regular non-divergent code through loop-maximizing, even if it ends up
running more instructions. We did run the results of loop maximizing trans-
formation in a single-threaded CPU, and observed a 2.7 times higher run-
time. Then again, the impressive speedups presented earlier are the result
of running our algorithm on a SIMD architecture such as GPUs. Looking at
these ndings, we can argue that researchers have to think of dierent code
optimizations for SIMD architectures such as GPUs, which is in contrast
to the real-world practice of industry, where the legacy code optimization
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techniques of CPUs are commonly applied to GPU programs.
8.4 Plasma Experimental Evaluation
To investigate the performance benets of Plasma, we have developed a sim-
ple pointer chasing kernel. Each thread is required to allocate an array, ll
it with random integer numbers between 0 and SIZE - 1 (random numbers
are provided by the host), and then perform a loop on this array. At each
iteration, the value of the current element of the array will determine which
element to be read next.
The baseline kernel is implemented as follows:
uint8 t array[SIZE];
//1.Fill the array with random numbers
//2.Now the pointer chasing loop:
for (i = 0; i < loops ; i++)
pointer = array[pointer];
A similar pointer chasing program was written with plasma:
uint16 t array = sm malloc(SIZE);
//1.Fill the array with random numbers
//2.Now the pointer chasing loop:
for (i = 0; i < loops ; i++)
pointer = gv8(array, pointer);
Each kernel was run with 4 dierent loop iterations (10, 100, 1000 and 10000),
and with dierent sizes for the array using an NVIDIA GTX480 GPU. The
plasma kernel uses 48KB of shared memory while the baseline is congured
to use 48KB of L1 cache. The results are depicted in Figure 8.14, and make
clear that Plasma can provide a signicant speedup with not much diculty
for the programmer under certain operating conditions. .
It is clear from Figure 8.14 that an optimal operation region exists where
Plasma drastically outperforms the baseline. This region takes place when
the array size is between 48 and 512 bytes, and a large number of array ac-
cesses are performed in the kernel. The reason for the deteriorating speedup
in larger array sizes can be attributed to the kernel occupancy.
In Fermi, a 50% occupancy can fully mask all pipeline latencies, and even
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Figure 8.14: The speedup of Plasma over the baseline for pointer chasing
operations. There is an optimal operation window in which Plasma
drastically out-performs the baseline.
width above 90% of the respective maximums [63]. However, at 10% occu-
pancy (memory size of 306 bytes according to the Table 6.1), only 50% of
peak performance can be attainable. At 767 bytes with an occupancy of 4%,
the GPU will be limited to 20% of its peak performance. The shared memory
pressure in Plasma reduces the occupancy, while the baseline kernel typically
runs at around 50% or more. The combination of these factors results in a
reduced speedup in Figure 8.14 for large arrays.
Figure 8.14 also shows that when the number of array accesses in the
kernel is small (around 10), the overhead of the plasma library makes its use
ineective. To be ecient, the kernel should perform lots of array accesses,
as the best speedup curve is achieved with 10,000 loops. Nevertheless, the
Plasma system can provide ample speedup with proper operating conditions.
Similar to other tools, it is up to a user to fully utilize its potential by using





MITHRA is based on several well researched ideas and projects. It is built
upon the Hadoop [21] open source MapReduce framework, and extends it
with the ability to run GPGPU kernels [53]. Even though MapReduce [20]
and Hadoop are recent developments, their basic mathematical underpin-
nings were discussed as early as 1987 [64], and have been well studied after-
wards [65, 66, 67, 68]. List homomorphisms research is typically more theory
oriented, however, and to the best of our knowledge has not been utilized in
practical applications and architectures thus far. Other formalism also exists
for MapReduce types of computation [29, 69]. Our formalism is an extension
of that presented in [29] with some modications to support the specics of
MapReduce.
The simplicity of the MapReduce model has long been one of its most at-
tractive features, resulting in several implementations of various avors and
widespread practical use. Aside from typical cluster implementations [20, 21],
other implementations of this framework exists for other platforms as well.
Mars [60] is another attempt at bringing the MapReduce paradigm to a non-
distributed system, implemented on a single NVIDIA G80 GPU. It aims to
hide the complexities of GPU programming, while still achieving strong per-
formance. However, reference [60] does not provide a solution for scalability.
Reference [70] brought the MapReduce paradigm to heterogeneous multi-
core systems. By taking a high-level library-based approach, they turn the
usually ad-hoc and exhaustive approach to programming for heterogeneous
parallel systems into a more manageable one, giving strong scalability with
minimal programmer eort.
There has been lots of recent work on cluster of GPUs. Fan et al. [71] pro-
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posed using cluster of GPUs for scientic computing. Their work preceded
the availability of general-purpose GPU programming platforms; therefore
they use GPGPU techniques to masquerade their computation as a graphics
application. Zippy [72] abstracts GPU cluster programming with a two-
level parallelism hierarchy and a non-uniform memory access model. They
adapt the Global Arrays programming model to the GPU cluster model and
combine it with the stream-processing model. A scalable parallel frame-
work based on MapReduce has been built by Tu et al. [73] for analyzing
tera-scale molecular dynamics simulation trajectories. Similarly, Phillips et
al. [74] describe strategies for the decomposition and scheduling of computa-
tion among CPU cores and GPUs, and techniques for overlapping communi-
cation and CPU computation with GPU for kernel execution for NAMD. A
similar approach is recently used by Herero-Lopez [15] for accelerating SVMs
by integrating GPUs into MapReduce clusters. Finally, a similar attempt to
MITHRA [16] was published in 2010 by Shirahata et al. [75].
9.2 PIC
High-level programming frameworks [20, 21, 76, 77, 78] have emerged as
the preferred programming model for developing and deploying applications
on shared-nothing clusters of unreliable machines. Iterative-convergence
algorithms are commonly implemented using these frameworks; yet, none
of these frameworks provide explicit support or optimizations for iterative-
convergence algorithms. For example, the Apache Mahout [13] project builds
machine learning libraries on top of Hadoop. Most machine learning al-
gorithms are iterative, and Mahout uses a driver program to launch new
MapReduce jobs in each iteration, resulting in the ineciencies described in
earlier sections.
Recently, several noteworthy attempts have been made to augment MapRe-
duce frameworks for iterative computations [10, 11, 12]. Twister [10] is a
stream-based framework that extends the basic MapReduce framework by
explicitly avoiding repeated mapper data loading from disks. Twister also
uses mappers and reducers that are long running with distributed caches.
The SPARK [12] framework targets data intensive applications that reuse
a working set of data across multiple parallel operations. They introduce
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the concept of resilient distributed datasets, which refer to a read-only col-
lection of objects partitioned across a set of machines that can be rebuilt if
a particular partition is lost. HaLoop [11] extends Hadoop by introducing
iterations into the programming model and several optimizations that in-
clude loop aware task scheduling, loop-invariant data caching and strategies
for ecient xed point verication. A recent eort reported in [14] demon-
strates how asynchronous algorithms [43] can be realized using MapReduce
with improved eciency. A common attribute of our work and [14] is that
both do not preserve numerical equivalence with a sequential implementa-
tion. However, unlike asynchronous algorithms, where the communication
between parallel computations does not occur at pre-determined synchro-
nization points and can lead to results depending on execution timing, PIC
is fully synchronous and deterministic (i.e., for a given input data set and
number of partitions, the computed model will be the same across multiple
runs on the same cluster, clusters with nodes of dierent speeds, or dierent
sized clusters.) iMapReduce [79] is a recent eort that combines some of the
above techniques. A common thread across all these attempts is to push the
support for iterative programs into the MapReduce programming model and
runtime framework to improve the performance of iterative-convergence ap-
plications. In the context of graph-based computations, programming frame-
works such as Pregel have demonstrated the potential for improved perfor-
mance over MapReduce [80]. Although we realize the PageRank algorithm
using PIC, we node that PIC targets any iterative-convergence algorithm,
not just graph-based algorithms.
PIC exposes nested parallelism (across partitions and within a partition),
which can also be achieved using frameworks such as NESL [81]. However,
PIC goes well beyond nested parallelism frameworks by focusing on iterative-
convergence algorithms and by leveraging the inherent forgiving nature of
applications in its best eort phase.
An open-source eort that is gaining ground is the Apache Mahout [13]
project, which builds machine learning libraries on top of Hadoop. Most
machine learning algorithms are iterative, and Mahout uses a driver program
to launch new MapReduce jobs in each iteration. Unlike HaLoop or Twister,
Mahout does not modify the basic MapReduce framework.
None of the prior systems explicitly address the signicant challenges of
(a) reducing disk and network trac due to MapReduce intermediate data
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and model updates or (b) introducing parallelism across partitions. Aug-
menting the basic MapReduce framework to support iterations is useful, but
cannot overcome these challenges. By leveraging the unique forgiving nature
of applications that employ iterative-convergence, we are able to achieve sig-
nicant performance and scalability advantage that is beyond most existing
proposals. Moreover, PIC does not require any changes to the MapReduce
framework, and it is possible to reuse an existing MapReduce based im-
plementation when developing a PIC implementation, reducing programmer
eort.
The forgiving nature of iterative-convergence computations has been re-
cently exploited to improve performance and scalability on multi-cores and
GPUs [82, 83, 84, 85], but not in the context of clusters. Meng et al.
present a best-eort parallel execution framework for Recognition and Min-
ing applications on multi-core platforms, based on the properties of iterative-
convergence algorithms [82, 83]. They propose a variety of best-eort com-
puting strategies.
None of the prior systems explicitly address the signicant challenges of
(a) reducing disk and network trac due to MapReduce intermediate data
and model updates or (b) introducing parallelism across partitions. Aug-
menting the basic MapReduce framework to support iterations is useful, but
cannot overcome these challenges. By leveraging the unique forgiving nature
of applications that employ iterative-convergence, we are able to achieve sig-
nicant performance and scalability advantage that is beyond most existing
proposals. Moreover, PIC does not require any changes to the MapReduce
framework, and it is possible to reuse an existing MapReduce based im-
plementation when developing a PIC implementation, reducing programmer
eort.
9.3 Related Theoretical Works
A number of compile-time optimizations are proposed in [86], including some
that do not preserve the accuracy of the nal results. Similar approaches
have been applied in the context of stencil computations [85, 87]. These
techniques signicantly dier from our proposal, and are in fact of limited
use for clusters. For example, some of these techniques reduce the amount of
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work performed whereas our proposal may actually increase the amount of
work in order to improve parallel scalability. Moreover, the communication
trac due to MapReduce intermediate data and model updates is not a sig-
nicant concern in multi-core platforms where hardware-supported coherence
and shared memory are present. In contrast, PIC is specically targeted at
clusters, where communication overheads are at a totally dierent scale and
parallelism must be exploited at a much coarser granularity.
Similar problems have been studied in the Operations Research commu-
nity [88, 89] for nearly uncoupled problems, also known as nearly completely
decomposable problems. [89] shows that an aggregation/disaggregation tech-
nique (including techniques such as Koury, Mcallister, Stewart, Takahashi
and Vantilborgh) can compute Markov chain steady state solutions through
a process similar to PIC's best-eort phase. Furthermore, they converge
to the accurate solution with a certain error bound if a set of regulatory
conditions are satised for the Markov chain matrix. These regulatory con-
ditions dictate the level of decomposability of the problem, and in essence are
equivalent to the conditions that a domain decomposition technique needs
to satisfy, which were mentioned in section 7.2. Takahashi et al. [88] extend
this notion to a general class of problems, namely the xed point of non-
expansive mappings (a sub-class of contraction mappings). It is shown by
Bertsekas in [43] that many interesting non-linear (and linear) operators such
as Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel operators and their block variants, as well as op-
timization techniques including gradient projection, are indeed contraction
mappings, and as such the Takahashi aggregation/disaggregation iterative
method can be applicable on them. In a related eort, [43] analyzes many
contraction mapping operators used for iterative algorithms. It proposes
to go a step beyond the aggregation/disaggregation method of Takahashi by
synchronizing (aggregating) the sub-problems asynchronously. Similar to the
techniques in [56, 57, 88, 89], the conditions on the decomposability of the
problem guarantee the convergence. The conditions imposed by [43] are more
restrictive than the ones proposed by Takahashi [88, 89]. In turn, the condi-
tions imposed by additive Schwarz domain decomposition methods [56, 57]
are slightly less restrictive than the Takahashi methods, since these methods
are considered as preconditioners for further application of Krylov subspace
methods (e.g. conjugate gradient methods), and therefore can withstand
more inaccurate results [57]. Since the PIC best eort phase has the exact
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same goals, we analyze the PIC methods as an additive Schwarz domain
decomposition technique. However, the ndings of [88] apply to PIC as well.
We would like to emphasize again that the dierence between these analysis
methods boils down to their decomposability requirements on the problem




So far in this thesis we reported on four projects (MITHRA, PIC, loop max-
imizing and the plasma library), all related to one common vision: enabling
compute-intensive data-analytics (CIDA) applications on modern COTS clus-
ters, specically clusters of GPUs. As possible future works, the following
come to mind.
1. Integrate MITHRA and PIC with APARAPI: As mentioned
earlier, MITHRA used a user-supplied CUDA kernel as its map() func-
tion, while the reducers are written in java. It would be much more
benecial to allow the Hadoop users to write all their code in their
familiar java language. Fortunately a new run-time translation tool
has recently become available from AMD, called Aparapi [90]. Aparapi
allows run-time translation of Java byte-codes into OpenCL and ex-
ecuting on GPUs. If for any reason Aparapi can not execute on the
GPU it will execute in a Java thread pool. We envision integrating
both MITHRA and PIC with Aparapi, and allowing the users a truly
unied MapReduce model that runs on GPUs.
2. Incorporate Loop-Maximizing as a code refactoring technique:
Currently Loop maximizing technique is a performed manually. We are
working on integrating it with the Eclipse IDE as a code refactoring
tool.
3. Load balancing: In PIC and to some extent in MITHRA, each com-
puting node is assigned a partition of input data to work with for some
time. If we can assume the amount of work is dependent on each par-
tition's size, then all we need to do is to partition the data in roughly
equal sizes. However, in some workloads, the amount of processing is
related to the content of the data. We experienced this eect in [18],
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where the human genome data is divided and processed locally, and
based on the contents of a data split the processing can take shorter
or longer. This problem cannot be easily handled by Hadoop's strag-
gler reassignment mechanism. We believe this problem merits further




This research project aims to advance the performance of Compute-Intensive
Data-Analytics (CIDA) applications on cloud computing infrastructure, specif-
ically for CIDA applications implemented on the MapReduce programming
framework.
We reported four research eorts to achieve this goal. The MITHRA
project integrates Hadoop MapReduce and GPUs together, where the map()
functions execute. We have shown that when MITHRA model is applicable
(for instance for Monte Carlo algorithms), each computing node can perform
orders of magnitude more work in the same run-time.
We then proposed partitioned iterative convergence (PIC) as an approach
to realize iterative algorithms on clusters. We observed that conventional
implementations of iterative algorithms using MapReduce are quite ine-
cient as a result of several factors. Complementary to prior work, we focused
on addressing the challenges of high network trac due to frequent model
updates, and lack of parallelism across iterations. PIC partitions the prob-
lem, and runs the sub-problems where the locality can be exploited better.
The results can be numerically inaccurate (about 3% based on experimental
results), but the forgiving nature of iterative-convergence algorithms allows
us to utilize PIC and still get acceptable answers in much faster run times.
Finally we introduced two GPU-based projects that try to increase the
performance of MapReduce style functions in GPUs. The rst one is `loop
maximizing, a code transformation for GPUs that can eliminate code ow
divergence and result in better usage of GPU processing elements. Using this
technique, we have achieved the highest reported speedups for gene alignment
algorithms. The second project is plasma, a library for dynamic shared
memory allocation and access in GPUs assuming independent execution of
the GPU threads, which can be satised in map() functions.
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